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2016 has unsettled business leaders everywhere. Whatever one’s political views, uncertainty and the return to a much more nationalist politics in many countries have displaced the assumption of steady global integration. Many commentators have declared that globalisation has already peaked, despite its role in the past 30-year run of unprecedented successes worldwide in health, wealth, education and life expectancy.

Certainly the contradictions of that success caught up with us in 2016. In the West, stagnant incomes among broad groups made them angry at elites who were bailed out after the global financial crisis. Frustrated voters have rejected more international integration. Elsewhere, too, those losing out either economically or environmentally, such as the citizens of smog-choked Asian cities, or socially, through the breakdown of traditional rural communities, are asking whether the costs of our global economy are greater than its benefits.

These hard questions matter to business leaders everywhere. As members of the Business and Sustainable Development Commission, we argue that it is incumbent on all of us to make the case for business to be at the heart of an open global
economic system. But we cannot defend a lazy return to the old model that has been so widely rejected over the past year.

"Business leaders need to strike out in new directions to embrace more sustainable and inclusive economic models."

We must have the courage to strike out in new directions and embrace an economic model which is not only low-carbon and environmentally sustainable, but also turns poverty, inequality and lack of financial access into new market opportunities for smart, progressive, profit-oriented companies. These complex challenges need the full and combined attention of government, civil society and business. Otherwise, there is no chance of solving them.

Solutions are urgently needed. We see the next 15 years as critical, with change starting now and accelerating over the period. Business as usual is not an option: choosing to “kick the can down the road” over the next four years will put impossible environmental and social strains on a stuttering global economy. But if enough leaders act now and collectively, we can forge a different path, one that eases the burden on finite resources and includes those currently left behind or excluded from the market, helping to address today’s political grievances.

In the pages of this report, some 35 business leaders and civil society representatives offer our prescription for a new, socially focused business model that reaches parts of the global economy previously left largely to public aid. It considers adopting the same approaches in developed markets to address similar pockets of need. Taking the UN’s new Global Goals for Sustainable Development as the basis for our action plan, we lay out how pursuing these goals in partnership with government and civil society will lead to greater, more widely shared prosperity for all by 2030. We make the case that businesses adopting this plan will transform their own prospects and could outperform those stuck in yesterday’s economic game: this is about return on capital, not just responsibility.

"Big business and finance need to regain public trust."

But responsibility matters too. One casualty of the general meltdown in support for elites is trust in business. Big business and major financial institutions are increasingly perceived as detached and rootless, more willing to justify themselves to each other at meetings like the World Economic Forum than to national legislatures, let alone at town halls in the communities where they operate. So at the core of our argument is also the need for business to regain the licence to operate. We anticipate much greater pressure on business to prove itself a responsible social actor, creating good, properly paid jobs in its supply chains as well as in its factories and offices. Business will need to demonstrate that it pays taxes where revenue is earned; abides
by environmental and labour standards; respects the national politics and customs where it operates; integrates social and environmental factors in its investment decisions; and, above all, engages as a partner with others to build an economy that is more just.

Building those partnerships is not simply a response to the political tides flowing so strongly against what is seen as unaccountable globalisation today. It’s also an acknowledgment that the tensions between business and society will remain as each grapples with the changes ahead brought on by disruptive advances in technologies like artificial intelligence and automation. Technology has the potential to drive a better, more sustainable economy for all, but only if there is a continuous dialogue between the innovators and society. Business is a bridge for that conversation. It can apply the capital and skills needed to scale new ideas, taking them from the garage or lab to where they have local and global impact.

The Commission represents a considerable combined corporate value and a wide range of geographies and sectors. But we are still, in the global scheme of things, a tiny handful of people armed only with a big idea. So this is our challenge: we appeal to business leaders everywhere to read our report and join us in building a powerful movement for a new kind of business. Together we can reach that tipping point where business, government and civil society embrace the new model for the future and we create sustainable prosperity for all. This will not happen just through natural forces. It will take acts of real leadership.

We plan to make our invitation personally to colleagues and friends, and we want everybody who reads this report to consider themselves invited to join us. Please contact Mark directly at m.malloch-brown@businesscommission.org.

**Mark Malloch-Brown and Paul Polman**

Co-founders, Business and Sustainable Development Commission
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over the past 30 years, the world has seen huge social improvements and technological progress. We have experienced unprecedented economic growth and lifted hundreds of millions of people out of poverty. We’re benefiting from a life-changing digital revolution that could help solve our most pressing social and environmental challenges. Yet despite these successes, our current model of development is deeply flawed.

Signs of its failure and imperfections in today’s markets are everywhere. Natural disasters triggered by climate change have doubled in frequency since the 1980s. Violence and armed conflict cost the world the equivalent of nine percent of GDP in 2014, while lost biodiversity and ecosystem damage cost an estimated three percent. We continue to invest in high-carbon infrastructure at a rate that could commit us to irreversible, immensely damaging climate change. Social inequality and youth unemployment is worsening in countries across the world, while on average women are still paid 25 percent less than men for comparable work.

“Median real wages have been stagnant in developed economies since the 1980s.”

Median real wages have been stagnant in developed economies since the 1980s, generating deep anxiety about the impact of automation on both service and manufacturing jobs and opposition to more globalisation. Real interest rates are historically low, even negative, in several major economies, while total debt remains uncomfortably high. Economic views lurch unpredictably between techno-optimism and political pessimism.

The resulting uncertainty makes it hard for business leaders to see the way ahead. Rather than commit to longer-term investments, many companies are treading water – sitting on cash, buying back shares, paying high dividends. The latest global report on trust in business from Edelman shows a double-digit decline in the credibility of CEOs in 80 percent of countries.

What else can business leaders do in these circumstances?

This report offers a positive alternative: setting business strategy and transforming markets in line with the UN Sustainable Development Goals. For the past year, the Business and Sustainable Development Commission has been researching the impact on business of achieving these 17 objectives, known as the Global Goals, which UN member states agreed to in September 2015. Member states will aim their policies
towards achieving the Global Goals for the next 15 years (Exhibit 1).

Achieving the Global Goals would create a world that is comprehensively sustainable: socially fair; environmentally secure; economically prosperous; inclusive; and more predictable. They provide a viable model for long-term growth, as long as businesses move towards them together. The goals are designed to interact, so progress on them all will have much more impact than achieving only some. Of course, the results will not be heaven on earth; there will be many practical challenges. But the world would undoubtedly be on a better, more resilient path. We could be building an economy of abundance.

These are results that business leaders will surely support. However, they are less likely to feel responsible for delivering them: one survey shows that half the business community think this is government territory.

Our research tells a very different story. First, it shows that business really needs the Global Goals: they offer a compelling growth strategy for individual businesses, for business generally and for the world economy. Second, the Global Goals really need business: unless private companies seize the market opportunities they open up and advance progress on the whole Global Goals package, the abundance they offer won’t materialise.
Those of us on the Commission who lead companies are choosing to incorporate the Global Goals for Sustainable Development into our core growth strategies, value chain operations and policy positions. This report argues that other business leaders should do the same and soon, whatever the scale of their operations.

“Achieving the Global Goals creates at least US$12 trillion in opportunities.”

Achieving the Global Goals opens up US$12 trillion of market opportunities in the four economic systems examined by the Commission. These are food and agriculture, cities, energy and materials, and health and well-being. They represent around 60 percent of the real economy and are critical to delivering the Global Goals. To capture these opportunities in full, businesses need to pursue social and environmental sustainability as avidly as they pursue market share and shareholder value. If a critical mass of companies joins us in doing this now, together we will become an unstoppable force. If they don’t, the costs and uncertainty of unsustainable development could swell until there is no viable world in which to do business.

This is new territory. Moving business to a sustainable growth model will be disruptive, with big risks as well as opportunities at stake. It will involve experimenting with new “circular” and more agile business models and digital platforms that can grow exponentially to shape new social and environmental value chains. Knowing how to move first and fast is critical; so is reducing exposure to the risk of assets being stranded by the shift to low-carbon, more automated economies.

The report that follows is a call to action for current and future business leaders. It explains why they should go for growth in line with the Global Goals and how to lead that change, in their own businesses and beyond.

**THE BUSINESS CASE FOR THE GLOBAL GOALS**

The business case for sustainable development is strong already: it opens up new opportunities and big efficiency gains; it drives innovation; and it enhances reputations. With a reputation for sustainability, companies attract and retain employees, consumers, B2B customers and investors, and they secure their licence to operate. That’s why sustainable companies around the globe are thriving and delivering attractive returns to shareholders. That is why over 9,000 companies around the world have already signed up to the 10 principles of the UN Global Compact, a guide to sustainable business behaviour.
The business case for sustainable development as core strategy gets much stronger as the world achieves the Global Goals. Our research shows that the Global Goals opens the 60 biggest market “hot spots” worth up to US$12 trillion a year in business savings and revenue in the four examined economic systems alone by 2030. (Exhibit 2). The total economic prize from implementing the Global Goals could be 2-3 times bigger, assuming that the benefits are captured across the whole economy and accompanied by much higher labour and resource productivity. That’s a fair assumption. Consider that achieving the single goal of gender equality could contribute up to US$28 trillion to global GDP by 2025, according to one estimate. The overall prize is enormous.
### EXHIBIT 2:
60 biggest market opportunities related to delivering the Global Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food and Agriculture</th>
<th>Cities</th>
<th>Energy and Materials</th>
<th>Health and Well-Being</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reducing food waste in value chain</td>
<td>Affordable housing</td>
<td>Circular models - automotive</td>
<td>Risk pooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest ecosystem services</td>
<td>Energy efficiency - buildings</td>
<td>Expansion of renewables</td>
<td>Remote patient monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-income food markets</td>
<td>Electric and hybrid vehicles</td>
<td>Circular models - appliances</td>
<td>Telehealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing consumer food waste</td>
<td>Public transport in urban areas</td>
<td>Circular models - electronics</td>
<td>Advanced genomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product reformulation</td>
<td>Car sharing</td>
<td>Energy efficiency - non-energy intensive industries</td>
<td>Activity services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology in large-scale farms</td>
<td>Road safety equipment</td>
<td>Energy storage systems</td>
<td>Detection of counterfeit drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary switch</td>
<td>Autonomous vehicles</td>
<td>Resource recovery</td>
<td>Tobacco control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable aquaculture</td>
<td>ICE vehicle fuel efficiency</td>
<td>End-use steel efficiency</td>
<td>Weight management programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology in smallholder farms</td>
<td>Building resilient cities</td>
<td>Energy efficiency - energy intensive industries</td>
<td>Better disease management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-irrigation</td>
<td>Municipal water leakage</td>
<td>Carbon capture and storage</td>
<td>Electronic medical records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restoring degraded land</td>
<td>Cultural tourism</td>
<td>Energy access</td>
<td>Better maternal and child health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing packaging waste</td>
<td>Smart metering</td>
<td>Green chemicals</td>
<td>Healthcare training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattle intensification</td>
<td>Water and sanitation infrastructure</td>
<td>Additive manufacturing</td>
<td>Low-cost surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban agriculture</td>
<td>Office sharing</td>
<td>Local content in extractives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timber buildings</td>
<td>Shared infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Durable and modular buildings</td>
<td>Mine rehabilitation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grid interconnection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Leading for sustainable development

The Commission has identified the following six actions you can take as a business leader to capture your share of this prize. All of them need real leadership from the top, to inspire purpose and commitment among everyone in your business and to transform the markets in which you all operate together.

1. **Build support for the Global Goals as the right growth strategy** in your companies and across the business community. The more business leaders who understand the business case for the Global Goals, the faster progress will be towards better business in a better world.

2. **Incorporate the Global Goals into company strategy.** That means applying a Global Goals lens to every aspect of strategy: appointing board members and senior executives to prioritise and drive execution; aiming strategic planning and innovation at sustainable solutions; marketing products and services that inspire consumers to make sustainable choices; and using the goals to guide leadership development, women’s empowerment at every level, regulatory policy and capital allocation. Achieving the Global Goals will create 380 million new jobs by 2030. You need to make sure your new jobs and any others you generate are decent jobs with a living wage, not only in your immediate operations but across your supply chains and distribution networks. And you need to help investors understand the scale of value that sustainable business can create.

3. **Drive the transformation to sustainable markets with sector peers.** Shifting whole sectors onto a sustainable footing in line with the Global Goals will unlock much bigger business opportunities. Consider food and agriculture. A global food and agriculture system in line with the Global Goals would deliver nutritious, affordable food for a growing world population, generate higher incomes – especially for the world’s 1.5 billion smallholders – and help restore forests, freshwater resources and vital ecosystems, including the world’s oceans. It would create new economic value of more than US$2 trillion by 2030 and would be much more resilient to climate risk.

“Business as usual” will not achieve this market transformation. Nor will disruptive innovation by a few sustainable pioneers be enough to drive the shift: the whole sector has to move. Forward-looking business leaders are working with sector peers and stakeholders to map their collective route to a sustainable competitive playing field, identifying tipping points, prioritising the key technology and policy levers, developing new skill profiles and jobs, quantifying new financing requirements, and laying out the elements of a just transition. Over the next 15 years, driving system change in line with the Global Goals with sector peers will be an essential, differentiating skill for a world-class business leader. It means shaping new
opportunities, pre-empting the risks of disruption and renewing businesses’ licence to operate.

4. **Work with policy-makers to pay the true cost of natural and human resources.** Sustainable competition depends on all the competitors facing prices that reflect the true costs of the way they do business – internalising the externalities, to use the jargon. The idea of pricing pollution at its true environmental and social cost has been around for a long time. But the need for strong carbon pricing is becoming ever more urgent to tackle the risk of runaway climate change.

Establishing prices for carbon as well as other environmental resources (especially water in many areas) and sticking to those prices fires the starting gun for a “race to the top”. Businesses that choose to pay living wages and the full cost of their resources need to be certain that their competitors will do the same in the not too distant future if they are not to be at a cost disadvantage. Business leaders must therefore work openly with regulators, business and civil society to shape fiscal and regulatory policies that create a level playing field more in line with the Global Goals. This could involve fiscal systems becoming more progressive through putting less tax on labour income and more on pollution and under-priced resources.

5. **Push for a financial system oriented towards longer-term sustainable investment.** Achieving the Global Goals will likely require an estimated US$2.4 trillion a year of additional investment, especially for infrastructure and other projects with long payback periods. There is enough capital available. But in the world’s uncertain circumstances, most investors are looking for liquidity and short-term gains. As soon as companies are paying “full” prices that reflect social and environment externalities, then their financial performance will be the main signal that investors need to understand companies’ relative performance on the Global Goals. But achieving full prices across the economy will take time. Until then – and to help bring that day closer – business leaders can strengthen the flow of capital into sustainable investments by pushing for three things: transparent, consistent league tables of sustainability performance linked to the Global Goals; wider and more efficient use of blended finance instruments to share risk and attract much more private finance into sustainable infrastructure; and alignment of regulatory reforms in the financial sector with long-term sustainable investment.

6. **Rebuild the Social Contract.** Trust in business has eroded so sharply since the global financial crisis, the social fabric is wearing thin. Many see business as reneging on its social contract. Business leaders can regain society’s trust and secure their licence to operate by working with governments, consumers, workers and civil society to achieve the whole range of Global Goals, and adopting responsible, open policy advocacy.
Rebuilding the social contract requires businesses to pay their taxes transparently like everyone else and to contribute positively to the communities in which they operate. In total, there are over 700 million workers employed directly and indirectly in global supply chains. Treating them with respect and paying them a decent wage would go a long way to building a more inclusive society and expanding consumer markets. Investing in their training, enabling men and women to fulfil their potential, would deliver further returns through higher labour productivity. And ensuring that the social contract extends from the formal into the informal sector, through full implementation of the UN’s Guiding Principles on Human Rights, should be non-negotiable. There are still between 20-40 million people working in forms of modern slavery and over 150 million children working in the fields, mines, workshops, and rubbish dumps that underpin much of the global economy, unseen and unprotected.

“More than 150 million children are working unseen and unprotected.”

This is an unacceptable feature of 21st century capitalism – one that boardrooms, investors and consumers can no longer ignore.

Making the choice

Businesses don’t have to lead the shift to a sustainable global economy. There are two alternatives. They can do more of the same, so today’s slow shuffle towards sustainability continues, two steps forward, one or more steps back. Or they can delay the shift because of apparent advantages to them in the status quo.

But neither option has a long-term future. The environmental and climate science is clear: so are the growing costs of inaction. People and most governments want faster progress.

Delaying a better world is wrong, and decent board members, employees, consumers and investors want to do the right thing. And if progress is too slow, there may be no viable world to do business in.

If social and environmental indicators don’t improve in the next 5-15 years, what’s most likely is a strengthening popular backlash against business and increasingly drastic regulatory responses from governments. First movers who have already aligned their resource use and workforce management with the Global Goals will have a 5-15 year advantage on the sustainable playing field. The faster a critical mass of company leaders decide to line up their business objectives with the Global Goals and make their sectors more sustainable, the more business there will be for
everyone in a more predictable, prosperous, peaceful world.

"First movers will have a 5 to 15 year advantage."

Some of us on the Commission run or serve smaller businesses and all of us have vendor and supply chains that include medium and small enterprises. We recognise that many of the 380 million new jobs that achieving the Global Goals will create, will be in businesses of this scale. Their strategies are critical to progress towards sustainable markets and value chains. Progress could be delayed if they don’t get enough support. In particular, they need access to affordable finance to make sustainable investments that make a positive social and environmental impact as well as a decent return.

Over the coming months, members of the Commission plan to give our support to all those business leaders who, like us, want better business in a better world. It is time to change the game.
1. INTRODUCTION: THE GLOBAL GOALS AND WHY THEY MATTER FOR BUSINESS

Key points

- Despite the economic and social gains of the past 30 years, the world’s current economic model is deeply flawed.

- Uncertainty and turbulence arising from the current model’s failures make it hard for businesses to see a way ahead to future growth and prosperity.

- Past social and economic successes may be reversed without urgent action.

- The UN Global Goals for Sustainable Development offer a compelling growth strategy for individual businesses and the world economy.
Three decades have passed since the Brundtland Commission report, *Our Common Future*, defined sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” Since then, the world has seen huge social improvements and continued to experience unprecedented economic growth. Between 1988 and 2008, the poorest third of humanity saw their incomes rise by 40-70 percent, with those of the middle third rising by 80 percent. The proportion of people in extreme poverty declined by more than half between 1990 and 2015, as did the number of children dying before the age of five. Over the past 50 years, while the world population has almost tripled to more than 7 billion, global GDP has expanded six-fold.

However, these social and economic successes mask major fault lines in the world’s current model of development. It is failing the Brundtland test. Many of the drivers of growth in the past – for instance, use of fossil fuels and rapid urbanisation – are no longer sustainable in their past forms. Without urgent correction, growth is likely to be much slower and more erratic over the next 30 years than the past 30, and many who escaped poverty during that period could slide back in.

Failures in today’s development model are adding to a swelling list of global burdens that threaten future stability and shared prosperity. On the environmental front, human activity has already pushed the planet beyond four of its nine safety boundaries, the ones for climate change, loss of biosphere integrity, land-system change and altered biogeochemical cycles. On the social front, there are vast numbers of people who do not have access to basic services such as healthcare, clean water, clean energy and sanitation. In middle-income countries, the growing burden of non-communicable ill health is replacing gains made in the treatment of communicable diseases. Tobacco now kills around 6 million people annually, and the global prevalence of obesity doubled between 1980 and 2014. Although improving, many education systems are still failing to deliver access to high quality education. Without urgent action, the prospects for more than 124 million children and young people lacking access to schools and more than 250 million not learning necessary skills are severely diminished. Income inequality in OECD countries is at its highest level for 30 years, and Oxfam estimates that the 62 richest people in the world have the same wealth as half the world’s population.

"Income inequality in OECD countries is at its highest level for 30 years."

On the economic front, many of these burdens are beginning to place important constraints on the world’s future growth prospects (Exhibit 3). For example, without radical changes in the current food and agriculture system, the cost of biodiversity and ecosystem damage could reach up to 18 percent of global economic output by
The costs of runaway climate change could be even greater, acting as a risk multiplier across already fragile environmental and social systems. Finally, there are growing concerns with governance and security related issues. In 2014, the world spent 9.1 percent of its GDP on costs associated with violence.\(^{29}\) According to the IMF, the cost of bribery is roughly 2 percent of global GDP, and illicit flows from developing countries are over US$1 trillion.\(^{30}\)

The uncertainty created by these burdens makes it hard for businesses to make out the future. This is one reason why so many are treading water. Rather than commit themselves to long-term investments based on today’s flawed growth model, they are sitting on cash, buying back shares or paying high dividends – tactics that attract criticism.

**EXHIBIT 3:**
Global burdens arising from the current model of economic development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated annual global direct economic impact associated with selected global burdens</th>
<th>Future Trend*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Share of global GDP, 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence &amp; armed conflict</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biodiversity &amp; ecosystem impact</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholism</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illiteracy</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimicrobial resistance</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestion costs</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illicit financial flows</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food waste</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Assumes a “business-as-usual” approach where no concerted action is taken to address these global burdens.

Source: Literature review; WHO Global Burden of Disease database; McKinsey Global Institute, AlphaBeta analysis.
1.1 The Global Goals for Sustainable Development

In 2015, governments took two urgent steps to transform the nature of development so that it meets the Brundtland standard of sustainability. One was the Paris climate change agreement, which set out an agenda and timetable for nations to make the structural shift to low-carbon economies. It aims to keep the world well below two degrees of global warming and to help the most vulnerable communities to adapt. The other step was governments’ agreement to achieve 17 Global Goals for Sustainable Development by 2030. (Exhibit 4)

These 17 Global Goals and their 169 component targets have been designed from the bottom up to build the kind of future that most people want, where there is no poverty, the planet is protected and all people enjoy peace and prosperity.

The goals fall into two main areas – social and environmental. Some of the social goals aim to meet basic needs. They include ending extreme poverty and hunger and ensuring universal access to healthcare, clean water and sanitation. Others advance other human rights, empowering people through quality education, gender equality, employment and decent work, reduced inequalities, and innovations in industry and infrastructure so people prosper and feel valued.

The wide range of environmental goals aims to keep the world within key planetary safety boundaries through changing how the economy works across the globe. They cover climate change, access to affordable and clean energy, sustainable consumption and production, and biodiversity on land and below water, treating oceans as vital global commons.

The final two goals focus on values and governance. Goal 16 concerns peace, justice and institutions, and Goal 17 describes the need for a “global partnership for sustainable development”.

Together the 17 goals form an integrated package. The environmental goals cannot be delivered without the social goals and vice versa. Efforts to eradicate poverty without protecting “natural capital” are doomed to failure partly because the lives of so many poor people depend on natural resources. By the same token, progress towards the two degrees warming limit and the Global Goals will together in effect “reboot” the world’s economic systems, making normal business activity intrinsically sustainable, socially fair and environmentally stable.

"The environmental Global Goals cannot be achieved without the social Goals and vice versa"
However, progress needs to go much, much faster to get the world onto a sustainable track. Economic choices already made condemn the world to further warming of at least one degree. Without a huge shift towards low-carbon economies in the next 5-10 years, it will be too late to keep below the two-degree danger threshold. The World Bank estimates that failure to take action now to halt climate change puts 100 million people at risk of falling back into poverty by 2030.

1.2 The Global Goals need business: business needs the Global Goals

Global Goal 17 explicitly recognises business as indispensable to “global partnership for sustainable development”. Some businesses are already taking the Global Goals as serious signals of future policy and market direction: 2015 research by GlobeScan, a polling firm, found that one in three companies planned to use the Global Goals as input for setting corporate objectives. However, two thirds have yet to join them.

This is perhaps not surprising. The Global Goals are an intergovernmental initiative. Some of the goals appear to lie beyond the scope or interest of companies. Many companies still view sustainable development as a corporate social responsibility (CSR), which they support through their CSR departments essentially to protect and build their reputation and reduce waste.

However, a growing number of companies, including those represented on this Commission, have already made the Global Goals for Sustainable Development a priority on their strategic agenda. This report argues that other company boards should do the same for two main reasons. First, business needs the Global Goals; they offer a compelling growth strategy for individual businesses, business generally and the world economy, one that opens up immense new market opportunities. Second, the Global Goals need business: unless private companies seize the market opportunities they open up and advance progress across the whole range of goals, neither business nor the rest of the world will gain all the benefits that stem from achieving the goals.

Achieving the Global Goals by 2030 is an ambitious vision. But for responsible, far-sighted businesses, it’s a vision that offers significant growth through solving the world’s biggest problems (see Section 2). As more and more businesses choose that vision as their roadmap to growth, so general confidence in reaching the Global Goals will grow, creating powerful incentives for companies, governments and other stakeholders to plan and invest accordingly. As this unstoppable force gathers pace, so more companies will compete for the opportunities unlocked by creating a future that is environmentally stable and socially inclusive. Businesses anticipating that
future in the strategic choices they make today are more likely to thrive.

The world will still face many challenges in 2030. There will still be intense competition over resources; corruption won’t have disappeared; the environment will still face risks; and social justice will likely be a major issue worldwide. But a world that has been pursuing the Global Goals will be better organised to address these challenges. More capital will be deployed in sustainable infrastructure. More innovation will be directed at environmentally stable solutions. Women will have gained much greater economic and social power and the benefits of trade will be more evenly spread, helping to strengthen further international cooperation.

Board executives don’t have to choose this vision. But consider the alternatives. Over the next 15 years, like it or not, sustainability will become as big and disruptive in every sector as digital technologies have become over the past 15. Moreover, over the next 15 years, these two disruptive forces will increasingly converge. The majority of businesses successfully targeting sustainable market opportunities today are built on digital technologies (see Section 3.2). And digital industry groups and policymakers are collaborating already to see how and where digital technologies can speed progress towards the Global Goals and to develop enabling policy. In many sectors, this collaboration is likely to be a powerful driver of rapid change. In the energy sector, the combination of technical innovation, much of it digital, and long-term enabling regulation is making clean power and energy efficiency credible, rapidly
scaling challengers to fossil fuel in countries around the world. In agriculture, digital solutions could drive up yields, cut food waste and transform water management.

"Disruptive sustainability can move very fast."

Whatever drives it, when disruptive sustainability takes off in a sector, it can move very fast – as fast as new mobility service providers are changing transport systems today, leaving unprepared incumbents stranded. By the same token, companies that anticipate the disruption by prioritising the Global Goals in their strategic agenda today will also be driving the disruption to their competitive advantage.

If too few of them do and regulators respond too late, the burdens and costs of fault lines in the current model of development may grow until there is no longer a viable world to do business in.

The Commission believes collective action is needed to deliver the Global Goals. Top-down initiatives won’t work. All the actors in the world’s markets need to work together on innovative solutions to the most pressing needs of society across the world. They need to scale sustainable markets by shaping the market conditions that will trigger a “race to the top” and unlocking the necessary finance.

The rest of this report describes the major market opportunities opened up by achieving the Global Goals in Section 2, and how business leaders can capture and multiply those opportunities and build a better world in Section 3. Section 4 details changes to the financial system that will unlock investment needed to achieve the Global Goals. Section 5 shows how businesses can contribute to essential progress on the social goals and regain lost trust through a new social contract with civil society (including individual citizens as well as nongovernmental organisations) and governments. Section 6 proposes next steps for business leaders convinced by the business case for sustainable development and how this Commission plans to support them over the next year.
2. MAJOR MARKET OPPORTUNITIES OPENED UP BY DELIVERING THE GLOBAL GOALS

Key points

- Achieving the Global Goals opens up an economic prize of at least US$12 trillion by 2030 for the private sector and potentially 2-3 times more.

- Well over 50 percent of the prize is located in developing countries.

- 15 out of the 60 market “hot spots” in the four economic systems reviewed by the Commission – food and agriculture, cities, energy and materials, and health and well-being – account for 50 percent of this prize.

- Achieving the Global Goals in these four economic systems could create 380 million new jobs by 2030, almost 90 percent of them in developing countries. One market hot spot, affordable housing, accounts for almost one fifth (70 million) of these jobs.

- Pricing in environmental costs such as climate change increases the “real” size of the prize by a further 40 percent.

The 60 fastest growing market opportunities opened up by achieving the Global Goals across the world in just four key economic systems could be worth up to US$12 trillion a year for the private sector by 2030, according to research for the Business and Sustainable Development Commission. This amount represents about 10 percent of forecast global GDP in 2030.

The 60 opportunities, in food and agriculture, cities, energy and materials, and health and well-being, could also generate almost 380 million jobs, or work for more than 10 percent of the forecast labour force in 2030.

The Commission has made a conservative scaling of this analysis across other sectors critical to sustainable development, including information communication technologies, education and consumer goods. This indicates a further US$8 trillion a year of value could be created from business opportunities opened up in a world pursuing the Global Goals. Pricing in externalities pushes the total higher.
Economic gains from achieving all the social Global Goals add substantially to the total prize that could be shared by the private sector. Research from the McKinsey Global Institute indicates that achieving gender parity alone would add at least US$12 trillion to global growth by 2025, and up to US$28 trillion. Better health and education will increase labour productivity. Reduced social inequality and environmental stress will reduce political uncertainty, lowering business risks and multiplying returns on investment. Seen in this light, the Global Goals offer a compelling growth strategy for individual businesses, business generally and the world economy.

"Achieving gender parity alone would add at least US$12 trillion to the global economy."

This section describes the 60 fastest-growing opportunities and their impact.

2.1 The 60 fastest-growing sustainable market opportunities

The market study produced for the Commission analysed specific business opportunities related to achieving the Global Goals in four economic systems – food and agriculture, cities, energy and materials, and health and well-being – chosen for their economic impact and relevance to achieving the Global Goals. The 60 largest opportunities together could generate business revenues and savings worth more than US$12 trillion by 2030. The 15 largest of these opportunities account for over half of the total sum.
### EXHIBIT 2:

**60 biggest market opportunities related to delivering the Global Goals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Food and Agriculture</strong></th>
<th><strong>Cities</strong></th>
<th><strong>Energy and Materials</strong></th>
<th><strong>Health and Well-Being</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Reducing food waste in value chain</td>
<td>Affordable housing</td>
<td>Circular models - automotive</td>
<td>Risk pooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Forest ecosystem services</td>
<td>Energy efficiency - buildings</td>
<td>Expansion of renewables</td>
<td>Remote patient monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Low-income food markets</td>
<td>Electric and hybrid vehicles</td>
<td>Circular models - appliances</td>
<td>Telehealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Reducing consumer food waste</td>
<td>Public transport in urban areas</td>
<td>Circular models - electronics</td>
<td>Advanced genomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Product reformulation</td>
<td>Car sharing</td>
<td>Energy efficiency - non-energy intensive industries</td>
<td>Activity services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Technology in large-scale farms</td>
<td>Road safety equipment</td>
<td>Energy storage systems</td>
<td>Detection of counterfeit drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Dietary switch</td>
<td>Autonomous vehicles</td>
<td>Resource recovery</td>
<td>Tobacco control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Sustainable aquaculture</td>
<td>ICE vehicle fuel efficiency</td>
<td>End-use steel efficiency</td>
<td>Weight management programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Technology in smallholder farms</td>
<td>Building resilient cities</td>
<td>Energy efficiency - energy intensive industries</td>
<td>Better disease management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Micro-irrigation</td>
<td>Municipal water leakage</td>
<td>Carbon capture and storage</td>
<td>Electronic medical records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Restoring degraded land</td>
<td>Cultural tourism</td>
<td>Energy access</td>
<td>Better maternal and child health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Reducing packaging waste</td>
<td>Smart metering</td>
<td>Green chemicals</td>
<td>Healthcare training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Cattle intensification</td>
<td>Water and sanitation infrastructure</td>
<td>Additive manufacturing</td>
<td>Low-cost surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Urban agriculture</td>
<td>Office sharing</td>
<td>Local content in extractives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Timber buildings</td>
<td>Shared infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Durable and modular buildings</td>
<td>Mine rehabilitation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grid interconnection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Though this big group of opportunities arises across four different economic systems, they share common themes (Exhibit 5). The two largest, accounting for more than one-quarter of the total value of the opportunities, are harnessing mobility systems – including public transport, circular economy\(^40\) in automotive and electric and hybrid vehicles – and new healthcare solutions. Clean energy is also a major theme, incorporating both expansion of renewables and carbon capture and storage, and related supporting opportunities such as energy storage and grid interconnection. Healthy lifestyles are important across systems, with opportunities including activity services, switching diets and tobacco control.

**EXHIBIT 5:**
12 largest business themes in a world economy heading for the Global Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Value of incremental opportunities in 2030 US$ billions: 2015 values*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobility systems</td>
<td>2,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New healthcare solutions</td>
<td>1,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency</td>
<td>1,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean energy</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordable housing</td>
<td>1,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular economy manufacturing</td>
<td>1,015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy lifestyles</td>
<td>835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food loss &amp; waste</td>
<td>685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural solutions</td>
<td>665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest ecosystem services</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban infrastructure</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings solutions</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Based on estimated savings or project market sizings in each area. Rounded to nearest US$ billion.

Source: Literature search; AlphaBeta analysis
2.2 Opportunities by economic system

The opportunities identified in each system arise from tackling the biggest social and environmental challenges confronting the systems in line with the Global Goals.

**Food and agriculture.** The global food system faces unprecedented challenges. There are 800 million undernourished people and 2 billion suffering from micronutrient deficiencies; crop yields are growing much more slowly than world population, which means that up to 220 million additional hectares of cropland could be needed by 2030 to meet expected demand for food, feed and fuel; and major environmental stresses, including water scarcity, loss of biodiversity, unsustainable fertiliser use and climate-driven extreme weather, all threaten supply.

The 14 largest opportunities in 2030 identified for companies that develop business models addressing these and further challenges facing food and agriculture have an estimated potential value of over US$2.3 trillion at current prices. These opportunities include:

- **Reducing food waste in the value chain (worth US$155-405 billion a year by 2030).** Today, 20-30 percent of food is wasted, much of it in post-harvest losses that are easy to prevent with technologies like small metal silos or plastic crates. In India and Rwanda, such technologies have reduced losses by over 60 percent – and increased smallholder farmers’ incomes by more than 30 percent.44
• **Forest ecosystem services (US$140-365 billion a year by 2030).** Deforestation and forest degradation accounts for 17 percent of global emissions, more than transport.\(^{45}\) Just four commodities – beef, soy, palm oil and paper/pulp – are responsible for driving half of all deforestation.\(^{46}\) Assuming a carbon price of US$50 per tonne by 2030 (roughly consistent with the planning assumption many leading companies make today) opens up major new opportunities in sustainable forest services, such as climate change mitigation, watershed services and biodiversity conservation, if mechanisms to pay for them develop too.

• **Low-income food markets (US$155-265 billion).** The world’s-poorest people spend as much as 60 percent of their household income on food – yet undernutrition and malnutrition remain widespread.\(^{47}\) Business can address this challenge by investing in supply chains and food innovation to give those on very low incomes access to food products that are more nutritious. As poverty decreases in line with Global Goal 2, so the 800 million people now undernourished will have more to spend on food.

**Cities.** By 2030, 60 percent of the world’s population will live in cities, up from about 50 percent today.\(^ {48}\) But modern cities face a long list of problems. Up to 440 million urban households could be living in sub-standard housing by 2025.\(^ {49}\) Already, over 5.5 million premature deaths a year are attributable to household and outdoor air pollution.\(^ {50}\) Obesity is three to four times more common in cities than in rural areas in emerging markets.\(^ {51}\) Congestion is a costly urban trial. In cities, 10-15 percent of building material is wasted during construction,\(^ {52}\) and cities account for 70 percent of global energy use and energy-related GHG emissions.\(^ {53}\)

For businesses addressing these challenges, the 16 largest opportunities have a potential value of US$3.7 trillion. They include:

• **Affordable housing (US$650-1,080 billion).** Replacing today’s inadequate housing and building the additional units needed by 2025 would take US$9 trillion to US$11 trillion in construction spending alone.\(^ {54}\) With land, the total cost could be US$16 trillion.\(^ {55}\) But the gap between income available for housing and the annualised market price of a standard house is US$650 billion.\(^ {56}\) Filling this gap requires innovations that will unlock new land and better use of space for development, for instance, through offering “density bonuses” to developers, as well as more efficient techniques and resource use.

• **Energy efficiency – buildings (US$555-770 billion).** The building sector accounts for around one-third of the total final energy consumption across the world and more than half of electricity demand.\(^ {57}\) Its energy demand could be shrunk by, for instance, retrofitting existing buildings with more efficient
heating and cooling technology and switching to efficient lighting and other electrical appliances.

- **Electric and hybrid vehicles (US$310-320 billion).** Market research predicts annual sales of battery-powered electric vehicles and hybrids will grow from about 2.3 million units in 2014 to 11.5 million by 2022, or 11 percent of the global market. Assuming an average life of 15 years, the total global passenger vehicle fleet will turn over completely by 2030, presenting an opportunity for a huge increase in sales of electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles. Electric and hybrid vehicles could comprise an estimated 62 percent of new light-duty vehicle sales in 2030, as long as battery costs continue to fall and investments in charging infrastructure grow.

**Energy and materials.** Growth in demand for energy could slow to 2030 because of demographic changes and China’s shift from investment-led growth towards greater consumption. That said, over 1.5 billion people are expected to join the higher energy-consuming income brackets by 2030. Meanwhile great inequality in energy consumption persists, with 1.2 billion people still lacking access to electricity. Moreover, risks concerning the location of new sources of supply, their environmental impact, water use and technical complexity are likely to add to the supply costs of energy and materials.

The 17 largest business opportunities arising from tackling these and further energy challenges have a potential value in 2030 of over US$4.3 trillion in current prices. They include:

- **Circular models – automotive (US$475-810 billion).** Collection rates for vehicles at the end of their life are generally very high, over 70 percent in the EU for example. However, most collected vehicles are recycled into their base materials, which is energy intensive and results in loss of value. In fact, only a small number of “weakest-link” components are typically responsible for ending a vehicle’s useful life, which can be significantly extended if these components are remanufactured and used to refurbish cars.

- **Expansion of renewables (US$165-605 billion).** There is a massive opportunity for renewable generators and equipment manufacturers. The International Renewable Energy Agency’s (IRENA) REMap scenario forecasts that, including hydropower, renewables’ share of generation worldwide could increase to 45 percent by 2030, from around 23 percent in 2014. Under this scenario, wind’s share of global generation could more than quadruple from three percent in 2014 to 14 percent in 2030, and solar PV from less than one percent to seven percent. In Europe, renewables penetration is already growing quickly – in Denmark in 2015, wind supplied 42 percent of power consumption – while annual global
investment in solar PV has already reached between US$100 billion and US$150 billion over the past five years.  

- **Circular models – appliances and machinery (US$305-525 billion).** Many domestic appliances and much industrial machinery are well-suited to circular models but they are collected and reused much less than cars. A washing machine, for example, typically contains 30-40 kg of steel, so a refurbished machine could reduce material input costs by 60 percent. Businesses could shift from selling to leasing appliances or making performance-based arrangements with consumers, to make sure collection and refurbishment captures as much value as possible. This shift would also encourage manufacturers to design products with lower risks of obsolescence.

**Health and well-being.** Despite growth in demand as more people live longer, this economic system faces critical challenges in coming years: the declining power of drugs to treat major communicable diseases – antibiotics are a particular worry, with only 40 contenders to replace them in the pipeline; demographic shifts that change the nature of demand placed on health systems – an “elderly bulge” in developed countries and a “youth bulge” in developing ones; as well as a geographic shift in disease patterns – about two-thirds of child mortality and deaths related to AIDS and TB now occur in middle-income rather than low-income countries. And the burden of non-communicable diseases continues to increase – for example, the prevalence of obesity has doubled since 1980 increasing the burden of diabetes and heart disease everywhere. Basic medical services and supplies are still missing in developing countries and there are looming skill gaps in the medical profession, particularly in aged care.

The 13 largest opportunities for businesses addressing these challenges have a potential value in 2030 of US$1.8 trillion in current prices. They include:

- **Risk pooling (US$350-500 billion).** Out-of-pocket healthcare payments push around five percent of households in low-income countries below the poverty line each year. Since the poor pay a disproportionate share of their income in unavoidable health costs, lack of affordable health insurance is also inequitable. Increasing penetration of private, public-private and community insurance schemes can address this problem. As well as spreading health risks across communities, risk pooling often includes organised “contracting” functions that purchase health care on behalf of the individuals covered, which in turn encourages the development of higher-quality private sector providers.

- **Remote patient monitoring (US$300-440 billion).** Using sensors that read the vital signs of patients at home can alert nurses and doctors cost effectively to problems before they worsen. Emerging technologies include wearable patches
that can diagnose heart conditions, sensors that monitor asthma medication intake and detect poor air quality, and glucose monitors that send diabetics' data straight to their smartphones. McKinsey Global Institute estimates that remote monitoring could reduce the cost of treating chronic diseases in health systems by 10 to 20 percent by 2025.

- **Telehealth (US$130-320 billion).** Basic mobile internet technologies are already extending access to consultation and diagnosis to remote patients around the world. In the United States, Mercy Health Systems in Missouri has built a Virtual Care Center, staffed by hundreds of health care providers, that provides telehealth services across four states. In remote Andhra Pradesh in India, Health Management and Research Institute, a non-profit organisation, provides an internet-based video system that allows pregnant women to consult obstetricians and gynaecologists in Hyderabad city. A community health worker joins the expectant mother for the call and helps the patient carry out the doctor's instructions. The system has helped raise the rate of safe hospital or clinic deliveries by 50 percent.

**2.3 Progress on all the Global Goals is needed to deliver all the benefits**

The Global Goals are highly integrated, which means progress on all of them is needed to open up all the business benefits they offer, as well as the overall societal gains. For instance, the research shows that effective action on climate change can be linked to achieving the objectives of strong economic growth and ending poverty,
while access to affordable energy will help reduce inequality and support sustainable industrialisation in the developing world. At the same time, major investments in infrastructure and innovation will be needed to meet the environmental targets set in the Global Goals.

Links between the social and environmental goals are also marked: sustainable management of land and water ecosystems will help improve agricultural productivity and eliminate hunger and malnutrition, while climate action, better housing and less polluted cities will have widespread benefits for health and well-being. Progress on the education goal is linked to improvement on more goals than any other.

Achieving the Global Goals will certainly require new regulations. These are likely to include measures to address greenhouse gas emissions and encourage resource efficiency, like mandated carbon and water pricing (see Section 2.4 below and Section 3.7); regulations to protect labour rights and address discrimination in employment; and policies that strengthen governance, for instance, by tackling corruption and clarifying land rights.

Some of these policies will add costs for individual businesses which, conventionally, business leaders might be expected to resist. And some of the goals may appear to lie beyond the responsibility of business, such as quality education and good health and well-being for everyone. However, the major market opportunities described in this section will not open up and go on growing without a healthy, productive, secure global workforce – formal and informal – with money to spend. They won’t be sustainable unless resources are priced for all competitors at levels that boost innovation while making sure current resource stocks last as long as possible. So there is a powerful business, as well as moral, case for the private sector to back progress towards all the Global Goals as they try to capture those market opportunities.

2.4 Pricing of externalities would increase the value of market opportunities

The report’s sizing of opportunities is based on current prices. However, these largely do not reflect the cost of a range of externalities, in particular GHG emissions, and they include various subsidised and unpriced resources, including water, fossil fuels and food. The value of these resource subsidies globally is estimated to be over US$1 trillion a year.
"The effects of pricing externalities properly is most striking in the food system."

To understand the impact of removing subsidies and properly pricing resources, the research takes a subset of the top opportunities and reprices three components for which reliable data is available: carbon, water and food (Exhibit 6). This “real” pricing increases the overall value of opportunities by almost 40 percent. The effects are most striking in the food system, where pricing of externalities almost doubles the total value of opportunities to reduce food waste. Impacts on energy and materials opportunities are also significant: the size of the opportunity in renewables rises by 46 percent, driven by carbon pricing and by a similar amount in energy efficiency in non-energy intensive industries.
**EXHIBIT 6:**
Pricing externalities into top market opportunities adds almost 40% to their value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SDG opportunities</th>
<th>Size of incremental opportunity in 2030 with externalities priced*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US$ billions: 2015 values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency – buildings</td>
<td>770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion of renewables</td>
<td>605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing food waste in the value chain</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency – non-energy intensive</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>industries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric and hybrid vehicles</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing consumer food waste</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transport</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-use steel efficiency</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Based on estimated savings or projected market sizings in each area. Only the high case opportunity is shown here.

* Externality sizing assumptions carbon price of US$50 tCO₂e; average water price increased by US$0.08 for agricultural water and US$0.40 for industrial use (based on removal subsidies); food prices increased by US$44/t due to removal of subsidies. Rounded to nearest US$5 billion.

Source: Literature search; Alphabeta analysis
2.5 Geographic distribution of opportunities

More than half of the total value of the Global Goals business opportunities arises in developing countries, though the geographic distribution of the value varies between economic systems. In the case of cities, improving the efficiency of buildings is one opportunity where developed and developing economies each have significant potential, but the affordable housing opportunity is larger in the developing world. The value of energy and materials opportunities is distributed more evenly – while extractive opportunities are primarily in the developing world, circular economy models in durable goods are likely to develop first in developed markets. In the case of food, there are significant opportunities in Africa and India, reflecting their large share of cropland and currently low levels of productivity. Health and well-being opportunities are concentrated in developing countries, where access is currently low, and in the United States and Canada, where healthcare costs are highest (Exhibit 7).

"Renewable energy is an opportunity across regions of different incomes."

The importance of individual opportunities also varies by region, with stark differences between developed and developing countries. Affordable housing is the largest opportunity in four regions: Latin America, Russia and Eastern Europe, China and the rest of developing and emerging Asia. Applying circular economy models to durable goods provides the largest opportunities in the US and Canada, Europe and developed Asia-Pacific. Energy efficiency in buildings is a major opportunity in half of the regions, concentrated primarily in the northern parts of the world where heating costs are high. Expansion of renewables is the one opportunity that is important across regions of different income levels, a result of the gathering pace of the worldwide transition to low-carbon electricity generation.
EXHIBIT 7: 
More than half the value of the Global Goals business opportunities arises in developing countries

Share of value of SDG business opportunities by region and system; Percent

Food and Agriculture Cities Energy and Materials Health and Well-Being

United States & Canada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Food and Agriculture</th>
<th>Cities</th>
<th>Energy and Materials</th>
<th>Health and Well-Being</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States &amp; Canada</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe (OECD &amp; EU-27)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia &amp; Eastern Europe</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of developing and emerging Asia</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total opportunity share, %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Developing</th>
<th>Developed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food and agriculture</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and Materials</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Well-being</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Rest of developing Asia includes Central Asia (e.g., Uzbekistan), South Asia (e.g., Bangladesh), Southeast Asia (e.g., Laos), and North Korea.

Note: Numbers may not sum due to rounding

Source: Literature search, AlphaBeta analysis.
2.6 The impact on jobs

These 60 Global Goals opportunities could together create more than 380 million new jobs by 2030, more than 10 percent of the forecast size of the labour force (Exhibit 8). Creating jobs might not immediately register as a benefit to an individual business. But these jobs will be created at a time when the outlook for employment is uncertain (see Section 5.1). Creating decent new jobs in line with the Global Goals will also be in line with government strategies, enhancing companies’ reputation and ensuring their licence to operate.

"Around 70 million jobs can come from the opportunity in affordable housing."

Almost one-fifth of the total employment potential – around 70 million jobs – comes from just one opportunity: affordable housing. Given annual investment of over US$1 trillion, we estimate this opportunity alone could create 20 million jobs in China, 13 million jobs across Africa and 8 million jobs in India.

The majority of jobs – almost 90 percent – will be created in developing countries, including 85 million jobs (23 percent) in Africa and 220 million jobs (59 percent) in developing Asia. This is because the need for capital investment is much greater in low- and middle-income countries, especially in affordable housing and other critical infrastructure, and because the job creation impact of investment is much larger given the higher labour intensity of developing economies.
EXHIBIT 8:
Almost 380 million jobs could be created by Global Goals business opportunities in the four systems

Total jobs created by SDG business opportunities by region and system; In millions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Food and Agriculture</th>
<th>Cities</th>
<th>Energy and Materials</th>
<th>Health and Well-being</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States &amp; Canada</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe (OECD &amp; EU-27)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia &amp; Eastern Europe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of developing and emerging Asia*</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total jobs created

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Millions of jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food and agriculture</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and Materials</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Well-being</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Rest of developing Asia includes Central Asia (e.g., Uzbekistan), South Asia (e.g., Bangladesh), Southeast Asia (e.g., Laos), and North Korea.

Note: Numbers may not sum due to rounding

Source: Literature search, AlphaBeta analysis
3. LEADING FOR BETTER BUSINESS AND A BETTER WORLD

Key points

• Businesses have long targeted sustainability as a business opportunity and strong sustainability performance is increasingly linked to strong investor returns.

• Radical incumbents and new ventures are shaping the Global Goals market hot spots by deploying five new business models: sharing, circular, lean service, big data and social enterprise. There are already more than 30 Global Goals “unicorns” with market valuations of more than US$1 billion.

• Business leaders who understand that achieving the Global Goals is key to long-term business growth:
  1. Communicate that understanding to the business and investment community
  2. Integrate the Global Goals into corporate strategy
  3. Work with sector peers to make sector competition sustainable
  4. Help shape enabling policy

The business case for sustainable development is already strong (Subsection 3.1) and the opportunities opened up by achieving the Global Goals described in Section 2 make it much stronger. A wave of companies and entrepreneurs is already using innovative technology and business models to enter Global Goals-related markets (Subsection 3.2).

However, opening up the full range and scale of Global Goals-related markets and the long-term business growth they offer depends on achieving all the Global Goals. This interdependence calls for a transformation in the way businesses operate. How business leaders can make this transformation through their own business and beyond is detailed in Subsections 3.3 to 3.7.
3.1 Sustainability is already good business

Many business leaders already see sustainability as much more than a corporate social responsibility exercise that boosts reputation by giving a share of profits to community and environmental projects. Their companies are deploying the sustainability toolkit to open up new business opportunities through innovation, to pursue efficiency gains, to attract employees, customers and investors, and ensure their licence to operate.

A 2014 McKinsey study found that 44 percent of sustainable business leaders cite growth and new business opportunities as reasons for tackling sustainability challenges.\(^77\) Innovation is the key to finding them. 3M, for example, embeds sustainability into its innovation pipeline, aiming to minimise waste and avoid pollution through product reformulation.\(^78\) One result is the firm’s Novec fire suppression system: the first viable and sustainable alternative to hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), a powerful greenhouse gas. With a new global agreement on reducing HFC use secured in October 2016, 3M is placed to benefit hugely as the global market switches to safer alternatives.\(^79\)

Focusing on sustainability can yield large cost savings: one report shows that many companies have achieved an average internal rate of 27 percent on their low-carbon investments.\(^80\) Dow cut its 2014 energy consumption by 110 trillion BTUs – nearly as much as all the energy used by households in the American state of Illinois. It also reused 344 million pounds of manufacturing by-products in the same year, continuing an approach to resources that had saved the company US$9.4 billion in the 15 years to 2010. In the 15 years from 1994 to 2010, Dow saved 1,800 trillion BTUs, which is the energy equivalent to powering all residential buildings throughout California for more than one and a half years. (endnote 81) The company’s energy efficiency efforts prevented more than 95 million metric tons of carbon dioxide from entering the atmosphere and contributed cost savings of US$9.4 billion.\(^81\)

The growing body of evidence showing that higher sustainability performance means better financial performance is steadily gaining traction with investors. In a review of 200 studies on sustainability and corporate performance, Oxford University and Arabesque Partners, an investment management firm, concluded that 90 percent of studies in this area found that high environmental, social and governance (ESG) standards reduced companies’ cost of capital, and that 80 percent show a positive correlation between stock price performance and good sustainability practices.\(^82\) (For more detail, see Section 4).

"Millennials are over 5x more likely to stay at a company where they feel a strong purpose."
Sustainable companies’ reputation for doing good while doing good business also helps them to attract and retain talent, especially among the millennials who will account for three quarters of the global workforce by 2025. A 2015 survey of 7,800 future business leaders from 29 countries found that 75 percent think businesses are focused on their own agendas rather than improving society, and over 50 percent would take a pay cut to find work that matches their values. A 2016 PricewaterhouseCoopers study found that millennials are 5 times more likely to stay with employers when they feel a strong connection with their employer’s purpose. Similarly, a study by the Society for Human Resource Management found that morale was 55 percent better in firms with strong sustainability programmes, employee loyalty 38 percent better, and workforce productivity increased by 21 percent.

Lastly, more sustainable companies tend to be more trusted by consumers and B2B customers, and trust makes customers more likely to buy. Unilever has found that brands that stand for a clear sense of social or environmental purpose are growing at twice the rate of other brands in the company’s portfolio.

3.2 Innovative businesses are already capturing Global Goals opportunities

Anticipating growing pressure for sustainability from regulators, shareholders, consumers and employees, a number of companies and entrepreneurs are taking bolder steps to expand in the fastest-growing markets related to the Global Goals. Many of these innovators are using one or more of the game-changing, largely digitally-enabled business models that have developed over the past decade. These can be adapted to capturing market opportunities in line with both environmental and social Global Goals. The models include:

- **The sharing economy.** By reselling, giving, swapping, renting and lending help, these models extend the lifetime of resource-consuming goods, lower demand for replacements and cut waste by up to 20 percent. Car sharing schemes, for instance, not only reduce distances travelled, but also idle capacity and the need for new vehicles (the average car spends around 95 percent of its time in a parking space).

- **Lean service.** Across the service sector, lean management is being used to drive dramatic reductions in waste and inventory. Among other effects, this can significantly boost access to important services such as healthcare. In India, heart surgery is often performed for a fifth of its cost in the US, with the same or better outcomes, not only because of lower wages in the health sector, but also because of significantly leaner processes.
• **Circular economy.** By taking a circular approach to design, manufacturing and reuse, circular business models keep resources in play for as long as possible and recover and reuse spent materials and products. In Brazil, waste company Veolia works with paper and pulp producer Fibria to turn 90 percent of the mineral wastes from cellulose manufacture into a corrective for soil acidity.92 Desso, a global carpet tiles company, aims to make all of its products “cradle to cradle” by 2020.93 Already more than 50 percent of yarn used to produce Desso tiles worldwide is recycled from previously used yarn.

• **Big data and machine learning.** At least 20 billion devices are now connected to the internet and the volume of data captured by business is surging.94 This is generating new development opportunities, from modelling malaria using mobile phone data95 to hooking smallholder farmers up to IBM’s hyper-local weather forecasting tool Deep Thunder96, or driving down electricity use through smart metering.97

• **New social enterprise models.** Businesses specifically set up for social or environmental impact are proliferating. In Africa, for instance, a partnership between Moringa School98, a Kenya-based coding school, and Hack Reactor99, a coding trainer based in the US, identifies children with strong tech potential and gives them top-notch web development training, in the process creating a future talent pool for the scheme’s partners, which include Safaricom and Barclays.
Exhibit 9 shows how far these business models are already being used to develop businesses across the main business themes identified in the Commission’s research.

For case examples, see *Box 1: Innovating for success in sustainable markets* on page 49 and report.businesscommission.org.

**EXHIBIT 9:**
**The prevalence of five new business models across the 12 Global Goals business themes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The sharing economy</th>
<th>Lean service models</th>
<th>The circular economy</th>
<th>Big data machine learning</th>
<th>New social enterprise models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Healthcare Solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordable Housing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular Economy Manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Lifestyles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Loss &amp; Waste</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings Solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Ecosystem Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The majority of businesses successfully targeting sustainable market opportunities today are built on digital technologies. Digital industry groups and players, for instance the Global e-Sustainability Initiative and Accenture, are also collaborating with policymakers to identify where digital technologies can speed progress towards the Global Goals and to develop enabling policy. This collaboration is likely to be a powerful driver of rapid change in many sectors.

"Radical incumbents like BMW are choosing to enter more sustainable markets over the status quo."

Drawing on these and other innovations, some “radical incumbents” are using their position in established sectors to enter more sustainable, “Global Goals-related” markets rather than defend the status quo. For example, BMW is repositioning itself over the longer term as a provider of mobility services such as car-sharing, while it continues to manufacture increasingly efficient cars. Effectively, it is operating today over three time horizons simultaneously (Exhibit 10). Similarly, Novo Nordisk, now a global leader in diabetes treatment, is moving into diabetes prevention even though success will mean smaller markets for its existing products. For more detail, see report.businesscommission.org.

EXHIBIT 10:
Forward-looking companies operate simultaneously on three time horizons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horizon 1</th>
<th>Horizon 2</th>
<th>Horizon 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greening today’s products and supply chain</td>
<td>Optimising within today’s business model, e.g. upgrading product</td>
<td>Preparing for and influencing the next business model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples:</td>
<td>Examples:</td>
<td>Examples:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing emissions along value chains</td>
<td>Changing products through innovation</td>
<td>Moving to a service model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing resource consumption</td>
<td>Collaborating with industry</td>
<td>Changing consumer behavior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE GLOBAL GOALS
For Sustainable Development

Embedding sustainability to create value

- 10-15 year systemic view
- Clear link to shareholder value creation
Other innovators are using technology allied with their freedom from fixed assets and existing business models to move rapidly into growing sustainable markets and drive their growth. Such “disruptive innovators” include:

- **Peek Vision**, a Kenyan company that saw a market opportunity in the bulky, fragile and expensive equipment used for eye examinations. The firm’s mobile app and US$5 clip allows anyone with a smartphone to turn their handset into a diagnostic tool with the ophthalmological accuracy of a US$25,000 camera, able to spot conditions from cataracts to glaucoma.

- **TransferWise**, which has slashed the cost of sending money abroad by creating a platform for peer-to-peer money transfer, in the process boosting remittances to families in developing countries all over the world. For more detail, see report.businesscommission.org.

- **Bla Bla Car**, which has scaled ride sharing between cities across Europe, allowing 1 million tons of CO₂ emissions to be avoided in just two years. Like Transferwise, it is now valued at over US$1 billion although less than a decade old.

The Commission’s research has identified 32 such “sustainable development unicorns” or companies developing Global Goals-related markets with market caps of more than US$1 billion. Among them: Didi Chuxing, a Chinese ride-sharing company that estimates it has cut 13.5 million tons of carbon emissions per day in 2015, reducing congestion, toxic smog and other air pollution in the process; and GuaHao, a Chinese mobile medical consultation platform now valued at US$1.5 billion, which connects patients and doctors via the internet, dramatically improving access to healthcare in a country with one-tenth the number of nurses per 1,000 people in the US. (Exhibit 11)
Box 1: Innovating for success in fast-growing sustainable markets: four case examples

Insurer **MicroEnsure** is bringing affordable insurance to previously unreachable groups via a model inspired by the popular computer game Angry Birds. The company saw an opportunity in providing health, life and disability insurance cover for low-income groups in Asia and Africa. These groups represent a US$40 billion market opportunity for insurance companies. But as they face extensive risks and can only afford tiny premiums, they tend to get overlooked. For instance, in Africa less than three percent of the population has health insurance. Working with local telecoms companies and big insurance providers, MicroEnsure created an Angry Birds model: free but with paid-for bolt-ons. It provides free basic insurance in exchange for improved consumer loyalty to local telecoms companies, with the option for consumers to buy more extensive cover once they understand the value of being insured. In effect, MicroEnsure extended its market by finding ways to bring affordable insurance to previously unreachable groups. For more detail on this case, see report.businesscommission.org.

A joint venture between **Nissan and Enel Group** is allowing electric vehicle owners to sell energy back to the grid, empowering consumers and raising the prospect of mass clean energy storage. Hooking Nissan LEAF electric vehicles up to Enel’s Vehicle to Grid (V2G) infrastructure allows power from distributed batteries to go...
back into the network. By combining their core capabilities, the companies have
developed an offer with staggering potential. The UK’s 18,000-strong fleet of Nissan
LEAFs could contribute the equivalent of a 180 MW power plant if fully integrated,
according to Nissan. And if all UK vehicles were electric, they would in effect be a
virtual storage facility with 370 GW capacity – enough to power the UK, Germany
and France. Nissan projects that this could save the UK £2.4 billion in electricity
costs by 2030 if fully adopted. The environmental gains would be big too:
incenve more people to switch to electric cars could help tackle urban pollution
and cut CO₂ emissions. And by acting as storage units for clean power, electric cars
could help grid managers overcome the problem of irregular renewable energy
generation. For more detail on this case, see report.businesscommission.org.

¡Échale! a tu Casa is a social enterprise based in Mexico that co-designs homes with
low income families and sets up housing committees. It sees building communities
as a part of the housing solution. It also buys over 60 percent of building materials
locally and provides employment to local construction workers. Under ¡Échale!’s
assisted self-building programme, participants receive the materials and technical
training necessary to build a small house in a month, with supervision from a
certified architect. The resulting homes, made from ¡Échale!’s patented compressed
earth blocks, are designed for minimal energy and water use, making them eco-
friendly as well as cheap to run. Green features include solar water heaters, wood-
saving stoves and systems to harvest rainwater. ¡Échale! is exporting its technology
to Belize, Egypt, Haiti, Nicaragua and the UAE and developing a social franchise
model to allow others to replicate its success. Already, 30,000 houses have been built
and over 150,000 homes improved in Mexico alone using its model.

Pharmaceutical giant Merck is deploying US$500 million on an innovation in
its Merck for Mothers programme with an eye on long-term market growth. In
Senegal, where contraceptive use is among the lowest in the world and a woman’s
chance of dying in pregnancy or childbirth is still 1 in 61, Merck for Mothers has
team ed up with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, IntraHealth International
and the Senegal health ministry to reboot the country’s contraceptives distribution
 system. The resulting Informed Push Model (IPM) gets third-party logistics
providers – usually local businesses – to deliver contraceptives directly to health
facilities and uses tablets to collect data on consumption patterns. Rewards for the
private suppliers are linked to their performance forecasting and meeting demand,
incenve them to keep clinics well stocked, and freeing up healthcare workers
to focus on essential medical tasks. While the project offers no immediate
commercial gain for Merck, their investment in learning about the local market and
distribution systems that work in these circumstances positions the company to
expand its contraceptive products rapidly in this and similar markets as progress on
the Global Goals opens them up. For more detail, see report.businesscommission.org.
3.3 Transforming the way business operates for better business and a better world

All of the businesses growing in sustainable markets today are progressing on some of the Global Goals. But some are going backwards on others. For instance, zero-hour labour contracts are used in some “sharing economy” models in ways that add to workers’ income insecurity: they couldn’t be counted decent work.

As the Commission’s research showed in Section 2, progress on all the Global Goals is needed to deliver all their business benefits, making a powerful business as well as moral case for business leaders to back progress towards all the Global Goals.

"Progress on all the Global Goals is needed to deliver their business benefits."

Doing this comprehensively implies a transformation in how businesses operate, individually and collectively. Business leaders can take action at four levels to drive this transformation:

- as individuals, to gain commitment to the Global Goals as a growth strategy from colleagues and the business community
- through their companies, by making the Global Goals permeate strategy and operations
- working with sector or economic system peers to shift the sector to sustainable competition, and
- working with government and regulators to shape policies that advance the Global Goals.

3.4 Gaining commitment from CEOs and boards

A change of company strategy starts at the top. Widespread changes in business practice also start with changes in the way company leaders think and behave. Getting the weight of business behind the Global Goals as a growth strategy depends on a critical mass of leaders buying into the case, both for business as a whole and for individual businesses. Then those leaders need to make the case loud and clear to their fellow board executives within their companies and in the business community. Members of the Commission are committed to doing this and supporting other current and future business leaders who think the same way.
3.5 Incorporating the Global Goals into business strategy

Companies that see the business case – as well as the moral imperative – for achieving all the Global Goals will take a “Global Goals lens” to every aspect of their business strategy to change the way they operate and put more focus on inclusion. There are several toolkits to help companies do this. For example, the SDG Compass report, produced by the Global Reporting Initiative, the UN Global Compact and the World Business Council for Sustainable Development, explains to businesses and their stakeholders how the Global Goals affect them and offers practical tools for integrating the goals into corporate strategy.121

Changing the way business operates. To align business with the Global Goals, businesses will incorporate them not only into their strategic planning, innovation and business development but every other activity as well, from investment and operations to marketing, talent management and communications. Taking this holistic approach extends companies’ strategic horizons, encouraging decisions and investments that will deliver long-term gains as the trend towards sustainability gathers pace.

To change the company mindset fast, companies may appoint a board member accountable for leading on the Global Goals opportunities and priorities. Some may go further and specify different board members to lead on “clusters” of the 17 goals most relevant to the business and where the business can have most impact.
Box 2: Ericsson executives champion the Global Goals

World leader in communications technology and services Ericsson has assigned an ambassador from the executive leadership team to each Global Goal, making that person a visible champion for innovation and action in his or her area. The Chief Legal Officer, for example, in charge of Global Goal 16, is promoting peaceful societies and access to justice, and has convened a global peer legal network on these issues. Ericsson says its approach to the Global Goals is helping to embed sustainability and awareness of responsible business practices at all levels of the company. By tying these challenges directly to executive responsibility, the operator has made the Global Goals framework relevant to day-to-day priorities, a move it says is helping it seize new market opportunities that align profit with public benefit. For more detail, see report.businesscommission.org.

Focusing on inclusion. Incorporating the Global Goals into business strategy promotes those goals aimed at meeting basic needs and extending social and economic development to those now marginalised. The result will be an increased focus on inclusion in everything a business does. Business can be powerfully inclusive not only as a creator of jobs with decent work and conditions but also as a developer of inclusive services and other innovations that improve the lives of the very poorest. Three quarters of the world’s absolute poor live in rural areas, where many company supply chains begin. Sustainable company leaders look for ways to support their smallest and poorest suppliers. They work with them to improve their productivity, invest in their skills, build their resilience, improve their access to credit, and as far as possible, ensure that no one is left behind. The ten principles of the UN Global Compact, developed to help businesses do the right thing, is a helpful guide here. And business can do a great deal to promote inclusion through business innovation. (See Box 3: How businesses are promoting financial inclusion.)

"3/4 of the world's poorest live in the same rural areas where many supply chains begin."

Box 3: How businesses are promoting financial inclusion

Several financial service firms, often with digital partners, are extending the financial system to people on low incomes previously denied its benefits: a safe place to save, insurance to manage household and business risks, credit and payment...
platforms. Between 2011 and 2014, 700 million people became account holders at banks or other financial institutions for the first time, reducing the number of “unbanked” adults by 20 percent to 2 billion people, according to the World Bank.\textsuperscript{124} In Kenya, 43 percent of GDP in 2013 flowed through Safaricom’s M-Pesa system, which supported over 237 million peer-to-peer transactions, more than any other such system in the world.\textsuperscript{125}

Finance companies are also financing inclusive services in other sectors. The Abraaj Group is planning to invest in delivering high quality, mass-market healthcare for low and middle-income groups, particularly in Africa and South Asia, with the goal of optimising profitability while achieving measurable social impact.\textsuperscript{126} Recognising that existing health systems are hampered by weak funding, infrastructure and skills, Abraaj is planning to take an integrated approach – creating networked “ecosystems” of facilities from tertiary hospitals to labs and imaging centres that can work together to make the most of the resources they have. By connecting facilities and personnel across specialisms and geographies, for example, through telehealth and doctor exchange programmes, the idea is to find synergies that can boost the quality of care while saving money for both providers and consumers. If the fund achieves its goals by 2020 as planned, it could see 1.4 million patients in its hospitals each year, 54,000 hospital employees delivering quality care across the networks and 275 diagnostic centres providing much-needed pathology and imaging services across target markets.\textsuperscript{127} It will also provide 10,500 additional hospital beds. For more detail on this case, please visit report.businesscommission.org.

Companies outside the finance sector are extending financial inclusion too. Several multinational firms now offer supply chain finance to small and medium-sized suppliers in their value chains, many in developing countries. This gives small-scale entrepreneurs access to credit on much more advantageous terms than they could generally get based on their personal credit scores.

Financial inclusion can be a particularly powerful driver of gender equality, a crucial area for progress given the global gap between genders in their access to financial services: in 2014, 65 percent of men had a bank account, but only 58 percent of women. The gap is especially pronounced in South Asia, where there is an 18-percentage point difference between men and women – twice as high as in Sub-Saharan Africa.\textsuperscript{129} Promoting women’s access to financial services, as well as to digital and property assets more broadly, are key areas where business can drive a better gender balance.

Different companies will have different ways of reducing poverty and promoting inclusion. But one commonly effective tactic will be to pursue gender equality within
the company and through its supply chains and direct suppliers, as well as expanding business opportunities that promote gender equality. That could involve publishing the company’s gender profiles from top to bottom, covering both pay differentials and how women and men are represented at each level of seniority. Companies can ask their top suppliers to do the same. And they can progressively embed the UN’s Women’s Empowerment Principles throughout their activities. These Principles help companies to tailor existing policies and practices or establish new ones to achieve gender equality in their businesses. (See Box 4: Pursuing gender equality is driving business growth.) A new resource that will strengthen companies’ work in this direction is “Leave No-one Behind”, the first report from the High-Level Panel on Women’s Economic Empowerment that outlines drivers to advance gender equality.

Box 4: Pursuing gender equality is driving business growth

Worldwide 200 million fewer women than men own a mobile phone. A significant proportion of these women live in markets where Vodafone operates already, prompting the telecoms major to trial a new business model in Turkey. Vodafone has been incentivising women in Turkey to buy mobile plans and then using the network to find education and work opportunities. Using its advertisement service, women without much tech know-how can access one of Turkey’s biggest e-marketplaces. After launching in 2013, the service generated 4,700 adverts in its first nine months, triggering average sales of US$51 per user. As of September 2016, the programme has reached nearly 670,000 women. Vodafone meanwhile attracted 75,000 women customers, 15 percent of them new to the operator. Vodafone’s 2014 Connected Women report estimates that Women First could generate economic benefits worth US$22.3 billion a year to 153.8 million service users and wider society in Vodafone’s emerging markets by 2020. For more detail on this, see report.businesscommission.org.

3.6 Accelerating sectoral shifts to sustainable competition by working with peers

Business leaders that choose to align their strategy with the Global Goals anticipate that, sooner or later, their business will start to incur costs that their competitors don’t face. This is true across all industries. In commodity sectors, current low prices are aggravating cost pressures, making it hard for progressive businesses to “internalise” environmental or social costs that competitors are not willing to bear. Even in more differentiated sectors, such as consumer goods, cost pressures are intense, partly because of slow growth in middle-class purchasing power.
Consumers in general rely on companies to meet basic environmental and social standards in their operations, allowing them to get on with hunting down the best value. They don’t pay attention to how products are made every day: only on the whole, when they are alerted to a human tragedy such as the building collapse of a Bangladeshi garment factory. To read this case study, see report. businesscommission.org. This makes it very difficult for an individual company to raise its standards on its own, even though many might want to be better employers and stewards of the environment. All the players have to agree to raise and maintain standards at the same time to keep the playing field level. Such collective approaches are essential to shifting a sector or value chain on to a sustainable growth path. The risks of delaying them are growing.

**Finding new ways to work with peers.** Recent years have seen a number of such collective approaches. They range from sector-specific schemes, like the International Council on Mining and Metals’ transparency principles and the chemical industry’s Responsible Care programme, to cross-industry forums, such as the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD).
Many sectors are agreeing “pre-competitive” standards of conduct that reduce the risk for individual players of making changes and investments that anticipate a sustainable world. For instance, in 2010 the Consumer Goods Forum engineered a commitment from sector players to work towards zero net deforestation by 2020, and to develop action plans for sustainable sourcing of commodities including palm oil, soya, beef, and pulp and paper. For more detail, see report.businesscommission.org. Similarly, the Global Agri-Business Alliance is developing a pre-competitive agreement across the agriculture sector to improve rural livelihoods (especially among smallholder farmers), mitigate climate change, manage natural capital sustainably and contribute to global food security as well as contributing towards other Global Goals.

Not all such collaborative initiatives have been effective, and few so far have targeted Global Goals specifically. However, this is changing. For example, the GSMA, which represents mobile operators worldwide, has developed a comprehensive plan for the sector to maximise its contribution to the Global Goals. It identifies the four goals on which the mobile industry has most impact – Innovation and Infrastructure (Goal 9), No Poverty (Goal 1), Quality Education (Goal 4) and Climate Action (Goal 13) – and describes ways the mobile industry can change its participants’ behaviours to accelerate progress against these goals. It also identifies the biggest challenges they may face and collective commitments that will help to unify action as much as possible. GSMA’s plan is arguably a first-of-a-kind and one that other sectors can learn from.

"GSMA's comprehensive plan for the Global Goals is the first of its kind."

In addition to agreements assuring collective high standards of sustainable conduct, players in all sectors will benefit from developing detailed “roadmaps” to guide their sector’s shift to sustainable development in line with the Global Goals. They also need to assess the impact of that shift on progress towards the environmental and social Global Goals relevant to the sector. For example, if players in the agribusiness sector were initiating a sector shift to sustainable aquaculture, they would analyse both its environmental impact through its effect to reduce overfishing and its social impact through its net impact on job numbers. (See Box 5: Child labour in the cocoa sector in Ivory Coast: the case for a roadmap.)
Box 5: Child labour in the cocoa sector in Ivory Coast: the case for a roadmap

Ivory Coast produces 35% of the world’s cocoa. It also has 1.2 million child labourers in its workforce, almost all of them working in cocoa production. About 55 percent of children working in the country’s agriculture are subject to forced labour and 65 percent have been trafficked: only five percent of all child workers are paid and less than half are enrolled in school.

Systemic features of the Ivory Coast cocoa market compound the problem. These include a fiercely competitive market structure, inadequate education, regional migration, lack of child registration and a national budget for anti-trafficking police of only US$7,700.

National and international measures to tackle the issue haven’t worked so far. However, the necessary conditions are in place for an effective coalition to form between the many actors concerned about this issue. These include CocoaAction, an alliance of the world’s leading cocoa and chocolate businesses with US$500 million in funding and the support of other key industry actors, active civil society groups that are willing to collaborate with businesses and farmers, and the country’s first lady, a national figurehead. Mechanisms and technologies that can tackle market features encouraging child labour are emerging, among them mobile money, electronic child registration, CCTV and other low cost, incorruptible monitoring systems. The next step is for all the parties involved to co-ordinate on drawing up a roadmap to a sustainable cocoa industry that neither exploits children nor leaves them unsupported.

To create a Global Goal sector roadmap, key stakeholders, led by business, can work together to:

1. **Develop a vision** of what a sector would look like by 2030 if the Global Goals were treated as a strategic framework for better growth. While each sector will naturally focus on certain goals, the roadmaps will also need to address the crosscutting goals that relate to basic human rights.

2. Map out the biggest, most urgent **areas of change** needed to realise the vision: which specific markets and value chains need to grow two to three times faster than the current sector average? Which activities need to peak and shrink? What will drive the most efficient redeployment of resources and allow for a just transition?

3. Outline **potential solutions** to these urgent issues, the new technologies and business models, new products and services that will meet consumer needs
better while also solving societal problems. Stakeholders need to understand the tipping points in any specific market that must be reached to take any of these solutions to scale.

4. Describe potential barriers to solutions and analyse options for overcoming them that would be fair to all the sector players involved and to their workforces and people in their supply and distribution chains.

The Commission’s work on the food and agriculture economic system illustrates how such a Global Goal roadmap could help transform markets. The sample roadmap below gives an idea of what the details of a future sustainable economic system compared to its current state might look like.

**Box 6: Example: What might a Global Goal roadmap for the food and agriculture system look like?**

1. **Vision**
The food and agriculture system could capture sustainable opportunities in five key areas: i) inputs, ii) production, iii) food processing, iv) logistics and v) retail and disposal – in each of which, a shift from the status quo to a new, sustainable system would be envisioned.

2. **Change map**
The biggest changes will need to be made in:
   - Growing markets which serve low-income consumers, create sustainably sourced products and focus on new breeding techniques / microbial fertilisers; and
   - Lowering the amount of food loss along the production and supply chain, and shrinking the market size of products that use a lot of water, energy and land in their production.

See Box 6: Roadmap to a sustainable food and agriculture system: the vision on the next page.

3. **Solutions**
These could include a combination of:
   - **Engaging with public policy**, e.g. pricing of environmental externalities to move from resource-intensive production and encourage production with lower environmental costs;
   - **Innovating products or services**, e.g. assisting smallholder farms in implementation of new technology and better irrigation systems to move from limited innovation in production to “big data farming” and more
Roadmap to a sustainable food and agriculture system: the vision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Chain Area</th>
<th>Current Value (US$ Billions)</th>
<th>From...</th>
<th>To...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inputs</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>Traditional fertilisers</td>
<td>Microbial fertilisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limited public/private collaboration</td>
<td>New PPPs focused on adapting technology to local conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Basic cross-breeding</td>
<td>Precision phenotyping and bioinformatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aqua- and land-based feedstocks operating in silos</td>
<td>Consideration of sustainability of blended approach of aqua- and land-based feedstocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td>2,175</td>
<td>Water, energy and land intensive products (e.g., beef)</td>
<td>Focus on crop and meat selection with lower environmental footprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forest degradation through unsustainable farming practices</td>
<td>Sustainable forestry management (e.g., agroforestry, reduced impact logging)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Heavy deforestation products (e.g., unsustainably sourced palm oil)</td>
<td>Sustainable agriculture approaches (e.g., holistic grazing: low till/no till agriculture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arms length dealings with smallholder farmers</td>
<td>Contract farming and new partnership models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Loss-making fishing fleets</td>
<td>Sustainable fishery models/aquaculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limited monitoring of animal welfare</td>
<td>Animal health monitoring &amp; diagnostics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low water-efficiency agriculture</td>
<td>Micro-irrigation techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limited innovation in production</td>
<td>Precision agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low data, traditional farming</td>
<td>Big data farming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Farming remote from markets</td>
<td>Urban farming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food processing</td>
<td>1,377</td>
<td>High food waste processors</td>
<td>Low food waste processors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High sugar/fat products</td>
<td>Product reformulation, low fat/sugar products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unfortified food production</td>
<td>Food fortification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>&gt;300</td>
<td>Limited storage systems</td>
<td>Cloud storage systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limited traceability</td>
<td>Fully traceable product systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail &amp; disposal</td>
<td>7,180</td>
<td>Limited consumer differentiation for sustainable products</td>
<td>Sustainably sourced and fair trade products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low food safety focus</td>
<td>Food safety as business opportunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High levels of food waste</td>
<td>Composting and energy capture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: International Resource Panel; Anterra Capital; AlphaBeta analysis
use of micro-irrigation techniques;

- **Driving sustainability through supply chain**, e.g. funding research into new, less damaging farming techniques, to move from “heavy deforestation” products to sustainable forestry approaches such as holistic grazing;

- **Changing consumer behaviour**, e.g. engaging with consumers to change their food waste management and move from high levels of food waste to composting and energy capture; and

- **Public private partnerships**, e.g. partnering between public sector and private sector to decrease incidence of non-communicable diseases such as obesity and diabetes, moving from high sugar / high fat products to reformulated low sugar/low fat products.

### 4. Overcoming Barriers

For example, a potential challenge is the adoption of pricing of environmental externalities: national-level pricing policies could prompt companies to move operations to countries with more lenient price policies (i.e. lower cost for companies). Potential solution would be supranational/global policy on pricing of environmental externalities to minimise risk of a “race to the bottom”.

**The growing risks of delay.** No group of sector peers has yet developed such a detailed roadmap and some may find it hard to imagine. But the risks to established businesses of not having one are growing. If industries don’t take the lead, then it is much more likely that governments will take drastic action.

As well as multiplying new opportunities, sector roadmaps will help incumbents manage the risks of a shift to sustainability in their sector. To illustrate, lacking a roadmap, companies in several areas of the power sector have been unprepared for the speed at which the shift towards renewable energy has disrupted their profitability. One casualty, German utility E.ON, had to write off €2.9 billion on the value of its power stations in August 2016 as a result.\textsuperscript{144}

Similarly, with a few notable exceptions, companies in the fossil fuels sector have struggled to develop a compelling, science-based description of the sector’s long-term role in a world taking steps to limit global warming to well below two degrees. Today, the sector is waking up to the scale of stranded assets those steps imply and the risks these could pose to their owners and the financial system. According to data compiled by Bloomberg, already over half of all assets in the global coal industry are held by companies that are either in bankruptcy proceedings or don’t earn enough money to pay their interest bills.\textsuperscript{145} A number of leading companies in
the oil and gas industry are now developing a collective action plan to reduce fugitive methane emissions and make progress on carbon capture, use and storage. The most far-sighted are publicly exploring scenarios envisaging peak oil demand within the next 5-15 years and peak coal demand before 2020. But many of the incumbents have yet to reinvent a profitable future for themselves in a zero-carbon world.

Without more radical purposeful change, more traditional energy companies could become casualties of the transition to a world in which sustainable development is as central to every business as digital technology is today. They may not be the only ones. Consider the food value chain. If 10 years from now the public health costs of obesity are still spiralling and the food industry has failed to lead on solutions, could it absorb the drastic measures that governments might take, such as strictly enforced sugar taxes? Or stringent penalties for wasting food, should the world experience more food price spikes like those of 2011?

3.7 Shaping public policy

Business’ cooperation with governments on policies directed at the Global Goals will be critical to achieving them. Policies determining how to factor environmental and social costs into the prices that companies and customers pay will shape competition in expanding sustainable markets. So will public/private collaboration to accelerate innovation.

**Advancing policy on pricing externalities.** All companies make decisions based on the economic signals surrounding them, such as the price of labour and materials and the cost of taxes, as do consumers. As noted in Section 2.4, today’s prices don’t tell companies or consumers the truth about environmental or social externalities. Until they are priced in, even businesses that want to be part of the solution are condemned to be part of the problem – stuck on the same, skewed playing field as everyone else.
EXHIBIT 12:
Negative profit margins in most of the world's raw material industries if natural capital costs are included

Profit margin (EBIT) before and after natural capital costs, based on top-two companies in Morgan Stanley Composite Index category, Percent, 2012

Source: Adapted Iron: Taxcost and TEEB (2013)
The numbers involved are immense (Exhibit 12). In 2012, a major analysis of unpriced environmental costs in the global economy looked at every primary production and processing sector – from agriculture, forestry, fisheries, mining, utilities and oil and gas exploration to cement, steel, pulp and paper, and petrochemicals.\textsuperscript{146} Across these sectors, it found total environmental externalities of US$7.3 trillion were unpriced in 2009 (the last year for which complete data was available), equivalent to 13 percent of global GDP in that year, or nearly half of US GDP at the time.\textsuperscript{147} The truth about social and environmental costs is also concealed by price subsidies. Economies across the world continue to subsidise fossil fuel consumption, in direct conflict with the urgent need to tackle climate risk. 2014 fiscal fossil fuel subsidies were estimated at US$550 billion, around 20 percent of the net cost of financing the Global Goals.\textsuperscript{148} In addition, local air pollution is costing the equivalent of between 2-10 percent of GDP across G20 countries, based on the most recent estimates of the WHO and IMF.\textsuperscript{149}

"$7.3 trillion in environmental externalities went unpriced in 2009, 13% of GDP."

Some CEOs accept that an explicit carbon price of US$50 a tonne within the next five years, and up to US$100 a tonne by the second half of the 2020s, is essential to keep global warming below two degrees. The most forward-looking business leaders are anticipating the impact on their business costs when the true environmental costs of other activities is reflected in prices, for instance, the real cost of using unsustainable fresh water, sending waste to landfill, wasting food, polluting the air or ground and producing the most resource intensive foods. (See Box 7: Sustainable development scenario drives Telefonica’s energy strategy.)

**Box 7: Sustainable development scenario drives Telefonica’s energy strategy**

Major telco Telefonica has decided to source 50 percent of the company’s energy consumption from renewable energy by 2020 and to grow that share in the longer term.\textsuperscript{150} Telefonica has pursued ambitious energy efficiency and emissions targets for many years largely because energy forms a large chunk of any telecommunication company’s operating expenses. But new drivers lie behind its new energy strategy. First, clean energies are becoming more and more competitive as energy markets respond to mounting regulatory pressures arising from the Paris Climate Agreement commitments and reinforced by the Global Goals. Second, Telefonica’s customers are demanding that the company reduce emissions linked to the services it provides.

Setting medium- and long-term targets for renewable energy allows the company to set itself science-based emissions targets, effectively decoupling company growth from emissions growth. It is also protecting itself from future regulatory shocks,
such as mandatory carbon pricing. And while the strategy, of course, continues to aim for lower operating expense, it means Telefonica can focus on offering services that allow customers themselves to become more energy efficient, giving it a further competitive advantage.

There is a good case for businesses to contribute to systematic approaches that tackle the set of issues linked to pricing externalities, which cross the public and private sectors. For instance, a number of governments, multi-lateral institutions, financial players and companies have come together to form the Carbon Pricing Leadership Coalition. This encourages the development and international diffusion of best practices on carbon pricing. Getting carbon prices right will be critical to keeping global warming well below two degrees. It could also provide the test-bed for a more comprehensive alliance on externality pricing, especially given linkages between carbon pricing and food security.

The issue of pricing externalities is not limited to environmental challenges. Just as investors are increasingly concerned about stranded assets as a result of tougher environmental requirements, they may also become concerned about the earnings quality of companies that incur significant social risks to maintain profits, for instance by paying poverty-level wages or generating conflict with local communities over rights to access land and other resources. The World Business Council for Sustainable Development is developing a new Social Capital Protocol to enable businesses to measure and value their interactions with society. The Council is piloting the protocol approach in three areas: employment, skills, and employment conditions that meet safety standards which show respect for workers. Companies across a range of sectors – from mobile telephony through to pharmaceuticals – are also exploring forms of “social pricing” to make essential goods and services with relatively high margins available to poorer consumers at closer to cost price. For some products, such as drugs, there is a risk that the “socially priced” product will leak into the rest of the market. However, companies are finding more and better ways to handle this risk, expanding the scope for social pricing.

CEOs have a choice. They can do nothing and hope that governments won’t regulate prices in their sector, although the trend towards more accurate pricing of environmental costs is emerging. They can try to prevent regulation through lobbying or financing the campaigns of politicians who oppose it, at the risk of damaging their reputation and losing stakeholders’ trust.

"Businesses can reduce the risk of regulatory change by leading it themselves."
Or they can reduce the risks of regulatory change by leading it themselves – as in the run-up to 2015’s COP21 climate summit in Paris, when enlightened CEOs came together under the unified umbrella of We Mean Business to demand governments set a more predictable, ambitious and longer-term agenda. Progressive leaders are not waiting for governments to act on price before doing anything. Some have already started to “shadow price” social and environmental costs in internal accounting, in effect preparing for the future in which markets are sustainable.

America’s fourth largest craft brewery, the New Belgium Brewing Company, offers an example of the benefits of this approach. The company has adopted its own internal electricity tax – charging itself 2.4 cents for every kilowatt-hour of power generated from fossil fuels that it consumes. The tax creates a powerful incentive to use clean energy. Already, much of the firm’s electricity is generated onsite, and all purchased power comes from wind. The “tax” revenue also provides a source of capital for future investment in sustainability – it goes into a fund for further renewable power development and energy saving measures. For more detail on this case see report.businesscommission.org.

**Advancing public/private collaboration to scale innovation.** Innovation partnerships between public, private and academic partners have been critical to transforming scientific discovery into mass-market products and services in public health, clean energy and nutrition among other areas. They will be essential to delivering the speed and scale of innovation needed to achieve the Global Goals. Economists have recently provided powerful evidence of how the public-private-academic “innovation ecosystem” has led to astonishing social and private returns across a wide range of sectors.154

In pharmaceuticals, for example, the Global Alliance on Vaccines and Innovation (Gavi) provided strong incentives for private companies to come into developing vaccines for tropical diseases.155 It also provided “advance market commitments” that encouraged companies to invest in the manufacturing facilities and cold chain logistics needed to provide pneumococcal, rotavirus and pentavalent vaccines, among others, in Sub-Saharan Africa.156 By taking away market and demand uncertainty from the vaccine suppliers, the Gavi facility also made it possible to bring down supply costs dramatically. The facility was largely financed through future overseas development assistance (ODA) commitments that were then translated into a social impact bond.

On clean energy, governments representing 20 participating countries have committed to doubling the average share of research and development on clean energy (currently around 0.1 percent of GDP) in public budgets.157 They have also set up a coordination mechanism – Mission Innovation – whose design will allow for much more strategic alignment and prioritisation across countries.158 In parallel,
a number of the world’s leading philanthropists have come together to form the Breakthrough Energy Coalition. This is now creating a new kind of long-term innovation fund. With a 20-year lifespan, a 10-year investment period and very substantial resourcing from its founders and their networks, it is bringing the best scientific and commercial expertise together to back the next wave of clean energy technologies. The two initiatives – Mission Innovation and Breakthrough Energy – will coordinate their activities and expand their innovation ecosystem by inviting leading corporates, financial institutions and other entrepreneurs to participate. For more detail see report.businesscommission.org.

"20 countries in the EU will double the average share of public R&D in clean energy."

These are examples of a wide range of mechanisms now being used to accelerate the development of new products and services aimed at specific societal goals. Many countries have very substantial public resources committed to this “mission-driven” approach to innovation – notably the US, whose DARPA and ARPA-E platforms have made critical, catalytic interventions in disruptive technologies ranging from the internet through to the autonomous vehicle. Another example is the Danish-led initiative Global Green Growth Forum (3GF), which currently convenes 23 such partnerships. The private sector has much to gain from partnering with such initiatives.
4. SUSTAINABLE FINANCE

Key Points

• Unlocking the US$2.4 trillion a year additional investment needed to achieve the Global Goals depends on orienting the global financial system towards long-term sustainable outcomes.

• In principle, there is no shortage of capital given that total financial assets stand at more than US$290 trillion and are growing by five percent a year.

• However, investors place a high premium on liquidity in their choice of assets, despite mounting evidence of the long-term outperformance of more sustainable investments.

• Three critical areas of action for business leaders to unlock Global Goals investment are:
  • Creating an open-access and standardised system for companies to report on their performance on the Global Goals and enable sustainability benchmarking;
  • Plugging the global infrastructure gap with a massive scale-up in the availability of blended finance to share risks between public and private investors; and
  • Aligning financial regulation with the Global Goals, extending the work of the Financial Stability Board’s Taskforce on Climate-Related Disclosures, and helping to make sustainable asset classes more investible at lower cost.

Business leaders who adopt the Global Goals as a growth strategy can do a lot to unlock the significant amount of long-term public and private investment needed to achieve them. The UN Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) values the total additional investment needed to achieve the Global Goals in all countries at US$2.4 trillion a year, around 11 percent of annual global savings, with the lion’s share – around US$1.6 trillion – needed for infrastructure.162

There should be a big enough supply of capital available to finance the Global Goals. Financial assets currently exceed US$290 trillion and are growing at five percent a
Nearly US$100 trillion is invested in pension funds, insurance companies and investment funds, including sovereign wealth funds. As of November 2016, over US$11 trillion was invested in negative yielding sovereign bonds – capital that could be invested more productively elsewhere.

However, that seemingly ample capital supply won’t meet the investment demand generated by the Global Goals without major changes in the financial system. The main trouble is that too many investors want immediate results. Over half of CEOs report feeling under pressure to deliver financial results within a year or less, leading many to prioritise immediate shareholder rewards over investments for the future.

Achieving the Global Goals depends on aligning the global financial system with sustainability and long-term outcomes. But the financial system consists of tens of thousands of institutional participants – including regulators, banks, insurance companies, stock and bond exchanges – and billions of individual market participants.

Lengthening the investment horizon of so many market participants and attracting them to sustainable investments in line with the Global Goals requires clear thinking, individual and sectoral action and unprecedented collaboration between the public and private sector. The financial sector is highly innovative and responsive to opportunity (see Box 10: Innovations in finance that can progress sustainable development). The Commission has identified three areas of action for business leaders to pursue in response to the Global Goals opportunities: standardising and simplifying sustainability reporting; unlocking public and private investment in infrastructure; and aligning financial regulation and investment principles with sustainable development.

Rapid progress in these three areas will help investors, businesses and governments to achieve the universal benefits of sustainable development in a joined-up fashion, and to share in those benefits themselves. But we recognise that financial customs and investment communities differ in different jurisdictions: the actions we suggest under the principles below are to be refined and adapted appropriately.

### 4.1. Simplifying reporting of environment, social and governance (ESG) performance

Research shows that companies managed with a long-term ESG-friendly approach and a clear focus on sustainability perform better financially than those that aren’t. A study by Harvard and London Business Schools found that a dollar invested in
1993 in a value-weighted portfolio of high sustainability firms would have grown to US$22.60 by 2010, compared with US$15.40 for low sustainability firms. Growing numbers of financial sector leaders recognise the investment case for sustainability. Signatories to the UN Principles for Responsible Investment accounted for US$59 trillion of assets under management as of April 2015, a 29 percent year-on-year increase.

"Taking action on climate change is the 'new normal' for investors."

Many institutional asset owners – particularly pension schemes and insurance companies – are alive to the potential of their money to influence the wider economic system. For instance, in late 2016, HSBC placed £1.85 billion of its UK employees’ pension savings into an environmentally-friendly fund. The HSBC pension fund’s chief investment officer described taking action on climate change as “the new normal” for investors.

However, it isn’t easy for investors to discover which investments will have the most impact on sustainability. If all companies financed by the system were paying “real” prices reflecting the true costs of externalities (see Section 3.7), then investors and their financial intermediaries would be able to compare companies’ sustainability performance by comparing their financial performance. But achieving accurate prices across the economy will take time. Until then, investors rely on companies’ ESG reporting to compare their sustainability performance. Unfortunately, there are as yet no agreed standards for measuring sustainability performance equivalent to international accounting standards, and no publicly available or recognised league tables, making that comparison difficult.

The past 15 years have seen significant growth in disclosure of corporate performance on sustainability. There has been a huge rise in interest in responsible and sustainable investment among asset managers and owners and rapid growth among companies providing ESG analysis, such as Vigeo, EIRIS, MSCI and SustainAlytics. Now 92 percent of the world’s 250 largest companies report on sustainability.

Most fund managers now claim to include assessing ESG performance in their investment process. However, even the largest institutional investors with teams of 30-40 professionals in their ESG units, can only cover ESG for 1,000 companies in any serious way, in an investible universe of up to 30,000 companies. The challenge is an order-of-magnitude higher for smaller investment houses.

"82% of CEOs are unhappy they can't compare sustainability reporting between peers."
The lack of a standardised system for reporting on ESG performance is the main reason ESG analysis is time-consuming and expensive. In its absence, different companies use different reporting standards. There’s the international Global Reporting Initiative, country-specific schemes like the UK’s Connected Reporting, and principles ranging from the UN Global Compact to the OECD’s Guidelines for Multinational Enterprise. There are also quality standards, like ISO 26000 on social reporting; issue-specific standards like those of the Carbon Disclosure Project; reporting frameworks that focus on materiality, like the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board’s; and ones that focus on broad brush strategy, like the International Integrated Reporting Council’s approach.171

This profusion of frameworks is a headache for investors, 79 percent of whom say they are unhappy with their ability to compare sustainability reporting between companies in the same industry.172 CEOs lose out too. When everyone uses different frameworks, there’s no way to benchmark performance against competitors, or use high performance scores to build trust among customers, staff and the public. And it is harder to make the quantitative case that investing in sustainability brings better returns.

Moreover, much of the existing analysis of relative corporate ESG performance remains inaccessible to individual asset owners and civil society because of high paywalls, lack of transparency in methodology, or the complexity of reporting. As a result, individual investors and civil society cannot hold companies effectively to account for investing in and promoting good corporate performance on sustainable development. And companies have insufficient motivation to improve on their corporate sustainability performance.

The Commission believes that publicly listed companies should decide on simple, clear metrics to report annually to stakeholders. These metrics should be standardised across industries and geographies to allow for easy comparison by investors. We will advocate to investors to monitor progress in this direction and to build these metrics into their ESG assessment of companies. We urge other business and financial service leaders to do the same.

"The Commission supports building corporate Global Goal benchmarks."

We strongly support the creation of corporate Global Goal benchmarks that harmonise and build on existing corporate reporting requirements and frameworks. Once companies report consistent data over time, comparable with others in their respective sectors, benchmarks can be developed. From this position, it is a short step to compiling “league tables” of company progress towards alignment with the
Global Goals. Such tables would for the first time enable the leaders and boards of companies, policymakers, civil society and retail investors to quickly and easily compare the relative performance of companies within a sector, over time, on a range of Global Goals relevant to the sector. This process would need to be governed by an independent, non-political institution, to ensure no conflicts of interest from the private or public sector.

The greater the number of companies in a sector participating in and leading this process, the more relevant the Global Goal benchmarks will become to all the companies in the sector. A well-designed benchmarking process allows individual companies to decide for themselves how to develop sustainably, in line with the Global Goals, while at the same time setting them all on a competitive “race to the top”. The global insurer, Aviva, has proposed such a concept and its proposal has been endorsed by the UK government. (See Box 8: Transparent reporting starts a race to the top for a forerunner in the pharma sector.)

**Box 8: Transparent reporting starts a race to the top**

The Access to Medicines Index provides a model for benchmarking performance related to Global Goals.173 The index, published every two years by non-profit foundation Access to Medicines, analyses the performance of the top 20 pharmaceutical companies on improving access to medicines, vaccines and diagnostics in low- and middle-income countries. Making this sector data transparent motivates all the companies in the group to make their products more accessible. In effect, it has started a “race to the top” on the issue in the sector.

More broadly, financial actors can strengthen sustainability teams and make sure sustainable development is at the heart of their dialogue with business leaders, not just the “back page”. Businesses leaders can help to clarify this dialogue by making statements of their strategy for long-term value creation and describing in explicit, quantitative terms how their investments in new business models, products and value chains related to Global Goals will drive improvement in the bottom line, reduce risks and improve the quality of earnings. Business leaders should also educate and encourage stakeholders to look beyond some of the quarterly reporting items and focus on the basis of the business’s longer-term sustainability. More boldly, some business leaders may choose to end the practice of issuing earnings guidance and quarterly profit reporting altogether.

Lastly, driving progress in this direction would be an appropriate responsibility to give to a non-executive board director accountable for implementing a company’s
strategic alignment with the Global Goals (see Section 3.5). Investors can directly support the appointment of a director with this responsibility wherever they have a vote in the election of board directors. Corporate Governance Codes, in particular, the G20/OECD Corporate Governance Principles, could also advocate this approach to leadership responsibility for advancing sustainable investment.\textsuperscript{174}

4.2. Unlocking infrastructure investment

Investment in sustainable infrastructure is the type of investment most critical to achieving the Global Goals: gains from most other types of investment depend on the supporting infrastructure being in place. Economists generally consider infrastructure investment as a key to growing the productive capacity of an economy. The IMF has estimated that in advanced economies, a one percentage point increase in infrastructure investment leads to a 0.4 percent rise in GDP in the first year and up to 1.5 percent rise in GDP four years out.\textsuperscript{175} According to some estimates, a one percent increase in infrastructure spending could increase employment in India by 3.4 million jobs.\textsuperscript{176}

To achieve the Global Goals, infrastructure is needed in a range of sectors – energy, transportation, agriculture, water – and in many forms, from schools and hospitals to broadband networks giving high-speed Internet access. However, unlocking the infrastructure investment needed to achieve the Global Goals requires tackling the obstacles that are choking the flow of capital to infrastructure generally.

"Over 70\% of needed infrastructure investment will be in emerging and developing economies."

The total estimated infrastructure investment needs across the global economy amount to US\$90 trillion over the next 15 years, or approximately US\$6 trillion per year.\textsuperscript{177} Over 70 percent of the projected investment will be needed in emerging and developing economies.\textsuperscript{178} Such large infrastructure investment could have the additional benefit of reigniting global growth However, based on current levels of investment from public and private sources, the next 15 years will see a US\$2-3 trillion annual shortfall in infrastructure investment.\textsuperscript{179} (These are higher estimates than the SDSN figures mentioned earlier due to differing methodologies, but both show a significant, multi-trillion dollar investment gap in global infrastructure.) Exhibit 13 shows possible sources of finance to fill the gap.
Making good the shortfall from these sources – and in the process ensuring that Global Goals infrastructure projects are fully financed – will require a significant overhaul in infrastructure financing mechanisms globally. The current architecture of public and private financing for core infrastructure is not yet up to the task. Historically, there has been a sharp distinction between, on the one hand, public sector projects funded by governments, multilateral development banks (MDBs) and overseas development assistance (ODA), and on the other hand, private sector growth funded by commercial banks and private investors.

One solution is to make greater use of the ability of development finance institutions (DFIs), which include the MDBs together with sovereign wealth funds (SWFs), to mobilise much more private finance, including through blended finance. This emerging practice involves the strategic use of public capital to leverage multiple
amounts of private capital. Specifically, blended finance entails public funders using market-driven risk mitigation tools to mobilise multiples of additional private capital, as outlined in the work of the Redesigning Development Finance Initiative, led by the World Economic Forum and the OECD.\(^{180}\) It is a striking example of the concept of “billions to trillions” coined during the 2015 Spring Meetings of the World Bank Group and IMF.\(^{181}\) The concept envisages converting billions of official development assistance into trillions of private capital supporting investment in developing countries.

Other obstacles currently restricting infrastructure financing include a shortfall in DFIs’ lending capacity, lack of private investment generally, lack of focus on project preparation, poor legal frameworks and protection for private investors, and the limited availability of a liquid asset class for private investors.

Closing the global infrastructure investment gap needs long-term thinking and greater collaboration between public and private entities, from the project-level up to institutions. The Commission believes that business and financial sector leaders can contribute to closing the gap in the following ways.

First, they can advocate for different kind of public sector engagement in infrastructure in many regions of the world. Historically, most infrastructure spending has come from public sources. However, as noted above, many developed countries, like the United States, have significantly decreased public expenditure on infrastructure. Governments may be constrained in putting a lot more money into infrastructure at present but they can do three other things to make sure projects in line with Global Goals get the funding they need. They can attract more finance from other sources by being more consistent in how they structure the finance for major projects. For example, they can take on unusual planning or unproven technology risks, reducing the risk for other investors. They can improve legal frameworks and protections for private investors. And they can increase the credibility of public institutions involved in executing projects on the ground. Business leaders should advocate strongly for these practical actions that would enable greater private sector participation in infrastructure investment and operations.

Second, business leaders can support the revitalisation and re-orientation of DFIs. Their power to raise blended finance makes them a critical bridge between private investment and public projects. (See Box 9: Hydroelectricity from blended finance). The World Bank, for instance, can raise US$2.8 from international markets for every dollar put in to the bank as paid capital\(^{182}\), as can the International Finance Corporation (IFC), which has financed over US$200 billion of private sector projects in a variety of sectors on the basis of only US$2.6 billion of paid-in capital.\(^{183}\) The IFC has now established its own fund business to manage third-party capital as well.\(^{184}\) In addition, a recent Standard & Poor analysis estimated that, under certain
assumptions, the 19 largest multilateral lending institutions could increase their credit exposure by US$1 trillion without losing their current credit ratings, provided the right project selection criteria are in place.\textsuperscript{185} Despite this potential, at present the eight major MDBs, excluding the European Investment Bank, invest only US$35-40 billion a year in infrastructure.\textsuperscript{186}

The Commission believes that the capital base of the MDBs and also the major regional development banks and DFIs should be expanded significantly and their business models re-directed towards mobilising private finance into all areas of Global Goals financing, including infrastructure.\textsuperscript{187} Recognizing the critical role of the private sector in achieving the Global Goals, the three-yearly funding commitments made to the International Development Association (IDA) in December 2016 for the first time includes a private sector window to promote blended financing of development projects. The recent announcement that the World Bank is partnering with BNP Paribas to launch a set of equity-index linked World Bank bonds, in which the index is based on companies selected for their SDG
alignment, is a further innovative step in the right direction. The Commission also believes that domestic DFIs should be strengthened and directed towards sustainable finance solutions.

The need for more blended finance mobilised by these institutions has never been greater: if executed well, it could be the single most important lever for delivering the Global Goals. An efficient blended finance strategy, one that crowds in US$20 of private capital for each public dollar, could raise the additional US$2.4 trillion a year needed for sustainable infrastructure development at a yearly cost of only US$125 billion of public capital. Despite fiscal constraints in many countries, this aggregate amount of public investment seems feasible. However, a less efficient model, crowding in just US$5 of private capital for every public dollar, would require up to US$500 billion of additional public investment a year. This would be much harder to finance.

"Blended finance is too important to the Global Goals to get wrong."

Data from blended finance initiatives across countries, institutions, instruments and asset classes indicates big variations in their efficiency, with ratios of private to public capital ranging from two to one all the way up to the mid-20s to one. The Commission therefore believes it is time to take a fresh strategic look at how best to mobilise and deploy blended finance to drive sustainable investments. Blended finance is a lever whose ability to deliver the Global Goals infrastructure investment is too important to get wrong.

There are major new pools of capital, including in the developing world, which need to generate stable, long-term positive rates of return. There is increasing appetite to invest in asset classes that could provide additional diversification, less correlated to the main equity and bond markets, and options for large institutional investors to hedge their accumulated exposure to climate and other key risks. A growing group of private investors, both millennials and older individuals, is now benefitting from inter-generational wealth transfers and appears willing to pay more attention to the total returns of their investments. This is expanding the potential for blended finance beyond infrastructure to new fields, such as sustainable agriculture, social housing, girls’ education and off-grid clean energy provision. Leading global companies are also accessing development finance to improve the social and environmental performance of their supply chains and, in some cases, extending those supply chains into frontier countries and regions.

In 2017, the Commission will therefore seek to mobilise a task-force of leading institutional investors, sovereign wealth funds, development finance institutions and private companies to lay out a potential “blended finance action plan” for delivering
the Global Goals. Its aim will be to answer the question: “what is the most efficient way to mobilise the incremental US$2.4 trillion a year needed to deliver the Global Goals?” By including key stakeholders in the work, it will put more emphasis on action than on planning.

Box 9: Hydroelectricity from blended finance

Today, the Nam Theun 2 (NT2) hydroelectric dam is generating electricity in Laos, one of Asia’s poorest countries, and generating national income as well. On track to generate US$2 billion in revenues over 25 years, the 1,070-MW plant could contribute significantly to development and poverty reduction in Laos. The US$1.3 billion dam was jointly financed by a host of multilateral development banks, bilateral funding agencies and commercial banks from around the world. In all, 27 parties were involved, including the World Bank, Asian Development Bank and French Development Agency AFD to BNP Paribas and Fortis Bank. While a portion of the electricity generated stays at home, the bulk is exported to Thailand under a 25-year fixed-price power purchase agreement, meaning a big income boost for Laos. That revenue is largely reinvested in programmes to tackle poverty, boost health and education, and improve environmental management domestically. The Nam Theun 2 Power Company, whose owners include Electricité de France, the Laos government, the Italian-Thai Development Public Co Ltd. and Thai power producer EGCO, have also sought to mitigate environmental and social impacts, investing heavily in local conservation efforts as well as new housing and infrastructure on the Nakai Plateau. For more detail, see report.businesscommission.org.

The third thing business leaders, particularly those from the financial sector, can do to unlock infrastructure finance is to support the creation of a global, liquid asset class for infrastructure investments. Instruments for financing infrastructure are highly heterogeneous: they finance projects in different kinds of sector (energy, transportation, social and more); create different assets (debt, equity); and are subject to different regulations depending on geography. This makes creating a tradable, liquid asset class for infrastructure investments very complicated. But despite its complexity, leaders in the global financial industry should make this goal a top priority over the next five years. Progress has been made recently, for example, by the European Financial Services Roundtable. Now more effort is needed. The Commission will try to put this topic on the G20 and Financial Stability Board agenda for 2017.
4.3 Aligning regulation with investment

Global finance is a highly-regulated industry. Banks, insurance firms, stock exchanges, asset managers, public pensions and other institutional participants are regulated by national and supra-national entities ranging from Central Banks to dedicated financial regulators. If many financial market participants are to significantly alter their practices and align themselves with sustainable development, financial regulation must first permit them to make these changes.

Since the 2008 crisis, regulators have revamped a wide range of banking, insurance and investment rules to enhance stability and reduce the risks of excessive leverage and complexity. Resulting measures include Dodd-Frank in the US, Solvency II in the EU and Basel III’s global standards on bank capital adequacy, stress testing, and liquidity risk.

Though all well-intentioned, some aspects of these reforms are having unintended negative consequences for sustainable development. Basel III will impact the availability of bank lending to long-term projects, such as infrastructure, by raising capital charges for such loans. The impact of the insurance regulation Solvency II on European institutional investors is similarly significant: one estimate suggests that insurers who invest in large-scale wind-farm assets in Europe need to reserve US$12 million of equity capital for every US$100 million invested, while the reserve requirements for an equivalent investment in Canada is only US$3 million.

There are some indications that regulatory bodies are considering proposals even more damaging to prospects for the Global Goals. Business leaders who are serious about the transition to a sustainable economy can help push financial regulation in the right direction by showing how a sustainable approach fits with the goals of post-crisis regulatory policy. More sustainable regulations would reduce systemic risk. By enabling the right type of long-term investment, they will contribute to growth-boosting, much needed infrastructure and provide better returns for individual investors in a low-yield environment at the same time. In particular, global rule-setting bodies, like the Bank of International Settlements, International Monetary Fund, International Accounting Standards Board and the International Organisation of Securities Commissions, need to test thoroughly the impact of any proposed standards and mandates (which are likely to be relatively short-lived) on achieving the longer-term Global Goals and the global climate target of remaining below two degrees of warming.

"More sustainable regulations would reduce systemic financial risk."
Regulators should consider whether their actions are unnecessarily constraining businesses and finance providers that would otherwise be doing more for the Global Goals. The G20 and Financial Stability Board (FSB) should consider inserting the principle of sustainability into their regulators’ mandates. More specific remedies could include: Global Goals-related Risk Reduction, which would refine the Basel rules on determining risk weighting to take into account the contribution of a bank’s financing to the Global Goals; improving pension and insurance regulations to enable institutional investors to invest more in emerging market infrastructure; improving regulations to enable bond issuance and investment for long-term, sustainable finance for various sectors; and stronger certification and ESG standards for green bonds and climate bonds.

Another essential job is to build on the work of the Financial Stability Board’s (FSB’s) Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Under Michael Bloomberg’s chairmanship, the TCFD is developing voluntary, standardised climate-related financial risk disclosures for companies to use when providing information to investors, lenders and insurers. It will be the role of business leaders, along with civil society, to ensure that take-up of the recommendations is universal. The task force has a particular focus on the physical, liability and transition risks associated with climate change. We believe that the next challenge could be for the FSB to extend this approach to other areas relevant to achieving the Global Goals, starting with broader environmental issues, like water and land use, and moving on to social issues.

At the national level, meanwhile, business leaders can help push countries to develop national sustainable finance roadmaps. The UNEP Inquiry into the Design of a Sustainable Financial System has done excellent work in partnership with national governments and regulators in a series of countries including Indonesia, China and the United States. These roadmaps include articulating how the regulation of financial actors – banks, insurance companies, institutional investors, and capital markets – needs to evolve so as to support sustainable development, promoting not only sustainable infrastructure investment but also financial inclusion, SME financing and more.

**Box 10: Innovations in finance that can speed progress on the Global Goals**

Some of these ideas have been in the market longer than others, but all can directly support the Global Goals for Sustainable Development.

**Development impact bonds (DIBs)** enable private investors to provide upfront funding for development programmes, with international aid donors or country
governments making the repayments and an additional coupon if evidence shows that programmes achieve pre-agreed outcomes. In Swaziland, for example, aid donors are exploring using a DIB to fund a new approach to antiretroviral treatment for HIV and TB – allowing them to share risks with private investors while also gaining from the private sector’s skills in complex coordination and performance management.

**Green bonds** are conventional bonds, issued by corporations, cities, commercial banks, development banks or national governments, whose proceeds are earmarked for projects with climate or other environmental benefits. The first “labelled” green bond was issued by the European Investment Bank in 2007. By 2015, US$42 billion of green bonds were issued. Estimates suggest that up to US$100 billion of green bonds could be issued by the end of 2016. There are still concerns about the lack of a consistent definition for what makes a bond “green”; pressures for standardisation and independent verification are growing. The faster one set of common market standards and practices emerges, the faster green bonds will become both more liquid and also more efficiently priced. This is essential if green bonds are to scale; today they account for significantly less than 0.5 percent of the total bond market.

**Crowdfunding platforms** use the internet’s capacity to reduce transaction costs as a way to enable large numbers of people to invest small amounts of money (primarily through debt, but increasingly through equity as well). The website Kiva, for example, has matched 1.6 million lenders to 2.2 million borrowers since its launch in 2005, with a total of US$949 million lent via the site.

**New insurance** mechanisms are creating powerful new ways of building resilience among some of the world’s poorest people and countries. These are the least likely to hold insurance, with 70 percent of global economic losses resulting from uninsured risks. In the Caribbean, for example, where flood and tropical storm damage has caused over US$5 billion of damage in the last 30 years, new weather-index based insurance products are providing cover to low-income people and lending institutions exposed to climate losses to help them manage the risks of more frequent and severe extreme weather events.

**Blockchain** or mutually distributed ledger systems are creating new ways of keeping records securely and across multiple locations. All users “hold” the ledger in a distributed fashion, transforming the role of “trusted” third parties. Already, the technology is being used for applications as diverse as land ownership registries, individual identity records, and custody of natural assets like fish or forestry products.
5. RENEWING THE SOCIAL CONTRACT

Key Points

• Achieving the Global Goals that meet basic needs and protect human rights (the social goals) is a business imperative as well as a moral one.

• Failure on the social goals has huge economic costs – rising inequality has knocked more than 10 percentage points off growth of some economies. Women still earn 25 percent less than men on average for comparable work.

• More than 600 million new jobs are needed over the next 15 years to match growth in the global workforce. Youth unemployment is already at 13 percent; automation risks are significant. This outlook makes the potential for the Global Goals to deliver more than 380 million jobs even more vital.

• Today 20-40 million workers are trapped in forms of modern slavery. More than 150 million children are working in the fields, mines, workshops, and rubbish dumps, the informal dark side of the world economy.

• Trust in business continues to fall. Business can honour the terms of their social contract to regain society’s trust by:
  • Adhering to high standards of behaviour;
  • Supporting sectoral coalitions that raise standards across the competitive playing field for all players;
  • Paying their taxes transparently like everyone else;
  • Using their influence to advocate for policies in line with the Global Goals; and
  • Developing good jobs with decent pay along the whole of their supply chains in a way that fully respects the UN Guiding Principles on Human Rights.
More than half of the Global Goals aim to meet basic needs and to include, empower and protect those currently disadvantaged in society. Along with Goal 16 – Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions – these societal Global Goals are also moral imperatives for countless individuals in the business community.

Achieving these Global Goals for human society is a business imperative too. As noted in Section 2, without improvement in the incomes, health, rights and education of the great majority of the world's working men and women and better social protection, the business opportunities arising from sustainable development will not materialise. To take one example, income inequality in emerging and developed economies reduces business growth. The OECD's 2014 analysis of the impact of income inequality found that rising inequality knocked more than 10 percentage points off economic growth in both Mexico and New Zealand in the two decades before the global financial crisis.\(^{208}\)

Achieving these goals is a business imperative for a further urgent reason. The financial crisis and events since have engendered a deepening crisis of trust in business and with it the risk of increasing social and political unrest. Trust in large corporations, particularly in major financial institutions, has eroded among many members of civil society (in which we include both NGOs and citizens) and governments. Businesses and their sector peers working with integrity in all their activities to pursue the social Global Goals can regain the trust of these parties in the social contract because all will be pulling in the same direction: a sustainable, more inclusive world, which will be a better world for business too.

"Trust in big business has eroded. The Global Goals can help restore it."

This section looks at ways that businesses can earn that trust, first through their direct influence on creating decent jobs and supporting training and education against a difficult outlook for global employment. Second, by forging a new social contract based on social dialogue with civil society and government.
5.1 An uncertain outlook for employment

Society has made progress in recent years. Between 1988 and 2008, the poorest third of humanity saw their incomes rise by 40-70 percent, with those of the middle third rising by 80 percent. The proportion of people in extreme poverty declined by more than half between 1990 and 2015, as did the number of children who die before the age of five. However, over 750 million people still lived in extreme poverty in 2013, the most recent year for which data are available. And women have benefited less than men – whether on pay, seniority or access to decent jobs.

Some of the gains are fragile too: many who escaped poverty in the last 15 years could slide back in if growth slows. Moreover, automation driven by the “fourth industrial revolution” – the fusion of technologies that is increasingly merging the physical, digital and biological spheres – could have a huge impact on the number and location of jobs across the world, and raise big questions about how to protect incomes for the unemployed.

"If growth slows, many could sink back into poverty."

By 2030, there will be seven percent more people aged 15-24, over 80 percent of them in Africa or Asia. Overall, 600 million new jobs are needed over the next 15 years to match growth in the global workforce. Global unemployment today stands at 5.8
percent, or 200 million people worldwide – still well above the pre-crisis level of 5.5 percent in 2007.\textsuperscript{214} (Exhibit 14) And young people are much more likely to be out of work or underemployed: in 2014, youth unemployment worldwide was 13 percent.\textsuperscript{215} If development leaves young people behind, they could easily become a source of dependency, anger and instability.

**EXHIBIT 14:**
Global unemployment rate and total unemployment, 2005-15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Global unemployment rate (per cent)</th>
<th>Total unemployment (left vertical axis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>187.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>180.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>168.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>177.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>197.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>195.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>193.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>196.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>198.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>196.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>197.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ILO calculations based on ILO Research Department’s Trends Econometric Models, November 2015.

More automation could push unemployment higher. As artificial intelligence, software and robotics take on more work from humans, there may simply be less work to be done. Then more radical options may be needed to guarantee that people’s basic needs are maintained. These include the idea of a universal basic income, a form of social security in which all citizens or residents of a country regularly receive an unconditional sum of money, either from government or from some other source. This is currently the subject of a major study funded by Silicon Valley seed accelerator Y Combinator.\textsuperscript{216} Given the structural challenges in many labour markets,
there is a mounting case for considering more radical fiscal approaches such as
shifting taxation away from income (especially on incomes below the median income
line) towards resources, carbon pollution and land. Beyond income, essential services
including health care, education, child-care and care in old age form the foundation
of sustainable society.

5.2 Providing decent work and more jobs

How can businesses pursuing the Global Goals respond to the likelihood of the
next wave of automation having even more radical consequences for employment
than previous technological revolutions? The Commission would encourage
business leaders to work with civil society and governments on developing market
opportunities with the greatest potential to create growing amounts of decent work
in well-paid jobs.

Private business already creates most of the world’s jobs: in developing countries,
90 percent of jobs are in the private sector,\(^{217}\) while among OECD countries the
pre-crisis average was around 85 percent, a figure likely to have risen since because
of public sector austerity programmes.\(^{218}\) In today’s employment context creating
the estimated 380 million new jobs in business that arise from achieving the Global
Goals (see Section 2) becomes all the more important. They could account for more
than 10 percent of the estimated global workforce in 2030. Equally important is
making sure all the jobs in a business provide decent work and that no-one is left
behind.

"The Global Goals could deliver 380 million new jobs in business."

At a minimum, business leaders are expected to ensure that jobs throughout their
supply chains are physically safe, and to be ready to show how they are making
sustained efforts to tackle unsafe working conditions, child labour and modern
slavery. Today, job-related injuries and sickness kill more than 2.3 million people
every year.\(^{219}\) Around 21 million people work in forms of forced labour (some
estimates suggest up to 40 million).\(^{220}\) And 168 million children are involved in child
labour, half of whom are in hazardous work.\(^{221}\) They are embedded, invisibly, in the
first mile of almost every global value chain – from mining to garments to food and
agriculture to waste management.

Global businesses are also expected to have integrated human rights into their
operations. While many companies have embraced the need to reduce their negative
environmental impacts, much less progress has been made on their social impact.
The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights\(^{222}\) aim to bring this issue
to the centre of business practice, through helping companies identify how to reduce human rights risks along their entire supply chains – an approach that promotes sustainable development as well as reducing harm. These principles also create a formal responsibility on both states and businesses to protect human rights and decent work, and to provide effective grievance procedures and remedies against human rights abuses.

To help businesses meet this responsibility, the Better Work programme, a partnership between the International Labour Organization and the International Finance Corporation, helps enterprises to improve labour standards at the factory level through training and capacity building, and to increase competitiveness in global supply chains by increasing productivity and quality.223

There has been strong progress here. Since 2000, there has been an 80 percent increase in global framework agreements between multinational firms and global union federation, where companies consent to respect workers’ rights and to promote decent work globally within their subsidiaries and along their global supply chains.224 And many new and effective business-NGO platforms have formed to help companies uphold human rights throughout their operations. These include ACT in the fashion sector (see Box 11: Action, Collaboration, Transformation), the Ethical Trading Initiative in food and agriculture, the Bangladesh Accord, and the Malawi 2020 Tea Rehabilitation Programme.225

Box 11: Action, Collaboration, Transformation

The recently established apparel sector initiative Action, Collaboration, Transformation (ACT) describes itself as an “initiative between international brands and retailers, manufacturers, and trade unions to address the issue of living wages in the textile and garment sector. It aims to improve wages in the industry by establishing industry collective bargaining in key garment and textile sourcing countries, supported by world class manufacturing standards and responsible purchasing practices”.216 One of ACT’s roles is to examine the purchasing practices of brands and retailers and how they affect wage levels. Through this work, companies understand their influence on suppliers and also tackle instances where particular actions or their business models in general hinder progress towards living wages. ACT makes a clear business case for industry collective bargaining agreements.

Through such approaches, workers and communities become more aware of their rights. Paying living wages ensures that families can support themselves, educate their children, and cope with periods of sickness or other contingencies. Business
can engage with communities as partners in protecting and sustaining their livelihoods and in making sure women and girls can be free of sexual harassment and discrimination.

Companies can have a particular influence on gender equality by prioritising progress in their workforces. There is still a very long way to go to ensure a fair deal for women – above all in developing countries, where structural gender discrimination is a central issue in poverty and development. At current rates, it will take 70 years to close the gender pay gap for those in direct employment and throughout supply chains\(^{227}\), with women worldwide earning nearly 25 percent less than men for doing the same work.\(^ {228}\) Across all major economies, women hold fewer senior business leadership positions than men.\(^ {229}\) They are also far more likely to work in informal, low-paid or undervalued sectors – 49 percent of working women are in jobs classified as vulnerable.\(^ {230}\) And women take on a disproportionate share of unpaid domestic care, with significant career consequences: 25 percent of women in the European Union cite care and family responsibilities as the reason for being out of the labour force, compared to just three percent of men.\(^ {231}\)

"It will take 70 years to close the gender pay gap at this rate."

Governments will also need to do more during this time of pronounced uncertainty and insecurity for many workers to help people retrain and cope with periods of unemployment. Sustainable business leaders can support government spending in this area and complement their efforts. One mechanism is support for active labour market policies such as training schemes, employment subsidies and public employment programmes. The amounts that governments spend on such schemes vary wildly. Belgium, Finland, the Netherlands and Sweden all spend one percent of GDP or more.\(^ {232}\) For Denmark, the figure is as high as 2.3 percent. However, the OECD average is 0.6 percent, and the US spends just 0.1 percent.

Another way companies can directly protect their workforces, especially workers at risk of redundancy, is through their own training and skills programmes. While the nature of skills needed in the economy of 2030 remains unsure, low skilled workers are likely to be most at risk of long-term redundancy in an increasingly automated economy.

### 5.3 Providing training and skills

Education and training helps individuals to enter and succeed in labour markets everywhere. Moreover, the Commission’s research shows that progress on Global Goal 4, Quality Education, is linked to improvement on more of the goals than
any other (see Section 2.3). Yet 263 million children and young people around the world are out of school.\textsuperscript{233} Millions more are in school but not learning; UN figures show that at least a quarter of a billion children cannot read or count despite having spent four years in school.\textsuperscript{234} In 32 countries – including many of the countries with the highest birth rates – fewer than 80 percent of 15-24 year olds can read.\textsuperscript{235} Girls get a particularly bad deal: they are more likely than boys to be out of primary or secondary school in 63 developing countries.\textsuperscript{236} Nor is underachievement confined to low-income countries: in the US, for instance, 38 percent of 17-18 year old students were assessed as “below basic” in mathematics.\textsuperscript{237}

Citizens look first to governments to provide education. But business leaders can be crucial to strengthening education systems by supporting policy shifts that address underlying systemic weaknesses. They can also make a more direct contribution by providing skills and vocational training to their workers. That means nurturing specific technical expertise as well as broader skills like problem solving and communication, fostering entrepreneurship, and building opportunities with traditionally marginalised or disadvantaged groups.\textsuperscript{238} The new Education Commission (formally the International Commission on Financing Global Education Opportunity) launched in September 2015 will be exploring how over the next 15 years better education financing could lead to the Global Goals of greater economic growth, better health outcomes and improved global security.\textsuperscript{239}
Public-private partnerships offer important possibilities too. Vocational education works well in countries like Germany, Singapore and Sweden partly because companies and worker representatives are closely engaged in curriculum design and training delivery, and partly because the education system is set up to help pupils cross the academic/vocational divide. (See Box 12: Learning to train better)

Box 12: Learning to train better

Generation is an international organisation that has developed new ways to build skills and job readiness among unemployed and underemployed 18-29 year olds. It has identified healthcare, technology, retail and skilled trades as sectors with high demand for entry-level jobs and puts students through intensive “boot camps” covering technical and behavioural skills matched to those industries, with regular feedback and mentoring. Generation has a 91 percent job placement rate and graduates can expect to increase their incomes by two to six times immediately. Crucial to this success is its direct engagement with employers from the outset, securing commitments to provide graduates of the programme with jobs on completion.

Launched just two years ago, Generation – run by non-profit group McKinsey Social Initiative – is already one of the world’s largest youth training organisations, with programmes across 15 professions in five countries. By the end of 2016, it will have trained more than 10,000 young men and women and significantly boosted their chances of securing a decent living.

The 400+ employers involved have been impressed too: 83 percent say Generation graduates outperform their peers, and 98 percent that they would hire from the scheme again. This is even with operating costs that are 20-50 percent lower than comparable programmes, Generation says. It currently relies on donors, including McKinsey & Company and Walmart, for the bulk of its funding. But the programme plans to be self-financing by 2018, through fees charged to employers, students and governments convinced of the merits of its approach. By 2020, Generation aims to reach 1 million young people, and to have fine-tuned a model that could reach tens of millions more.

5.4 Forging a new social contract

Trust in business is at a low point. In particular, people in developed economies “left behind” by globalisation have lost faith (see Exhibit 15). Economic insecurity and loss of status, dignity and identity have become major issues in those areas and
Electorates are angry and fearful. Investors withdrew more than US$200 billion from equity funds in 2016 in response to mounting concerns about political upheaval in developed economies and rocketing company valuations. NGOs worldwide are probing discrepancies in some sectors between rising profits and executive pay on the one hand, and miserable pay and conditions for workers in the first links of the global value chains that supply them on the other. And governments as well as citizens in countries wrestling with low growth are impatient of companies’ ingenuity in avoiding tax when cuts in public spending are straining the social fabric.

EXHIBIT 15:
Who has gained from globalisation
The global 1% and the Asian middle class

Real income gains in percentage, 1988 to 2008

Note: Incomes are real, PPP-adjusted, in 2005 dollars
Source: Branko Milanovic
Companies that incorporate the Global Goals in their business strategy can restore public trust by pursuing that strategy with integrity. Taking this course automatically aligns their interests with civil society and government much more closely than has recently been the case. Over the past 30 years, the public and private sectors diverged, with the private sector left to its own trajectory by the “Washington Consensus” until the financial crisis called it into question.

Now, the public sector, civil society and, with growing momentum, the private sector are urgently pursuing the same Global Goals for Sustainable Development. They need each other to achieve them. There will be different emphases and difficult trade-offs to negotiate, but in principle all these stakeholder groups are pulling in the same direction. Trust will grow as they learn to work together. All three groups could renew a social contract with the following actions.

5.5 Actions for business

Companies can show their commitment to the Global Goals by respecting basic standards of behaviour enshrined in both the UN Global Compact principles and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. Consistently observing these across their activities gives companies the foundation for genuine and successful sustainable development leadership.

Box 13: Mars develops communities and business through sticking to five principles

Mars, Incorporated has empowered people in the first mile of its value chain by adhering to the five principles that are the foundation of its culture – Quality, Responsibility, Mutuality, Efficiency and Freedom. The principles act as a framework for developing target communities in low-income economies while simultaneously driving profits. Mars tracks a unique set of community development metrics: human capital measures such as worker capacity and satisfaction; social capital measures including trust, social cohesion and community capability for collective action and shared financial capital measures such as shared economic benefits. Over time, performance on these metrics has correlated consistently with sales performance. Using these development metrics, Mars’ Kenya-based Maua programme has grown from seven micro-entrepreneurs at launch to include over 500 micro-entrepreneurs who generate more than US$7 million in retail sales, the equivalent of over 20 percent of Wrigley Kenya’s annual revenue.
Unilever promotes health and well-being on a massive scale

As part of the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan, Unilever has set itself the goal of helping more than 1 billion people take action to improve their health and well-being, through programmes on handwashing, safe drinking water, oral health and self-esteem. A programme run by its Lifebuoy brand, the world’s number one antibacterial soap sold in nearly 60 countries, aims to change the handwashing behaviour of a billion people by 2020 across Asia, Africa and Latin America. This is the world’s largest hygiene promotion programme. Since 2010, around 337 million children, parents and new mothers have been reached by its targeted ideas encouraging people to wash their hands. Lifebuoy has developed a special approach for primary schools to make handwashing fun and engaging, so millions of children in poor and rural communities get the benefits of better hygiene. Lifebuoy is one of Unilever’s Sustainable Living Brands, which were together responsible for almost half Unilever’s growth in 2015, when they grew 30 percent faster than the rest of the business. For more detail see report.businesscommision.org.

Secondly, companies should **pay their tax and disclose tax information transparently.** As noted in Section 4, tax revenue is a crucial source of public finance for sustainable development, and one that many developing countries in particular need to increase substantially. More broadly, we recognise that tax represents the consideration in the social contract between a state and its citizens.

"The public mood is against companies that do not pay their taxes."

We anticipate companies that avoid tax will face increasingly negative consequences in investment and consumer markets. MSCI, currently provider of the world’s most widely used sustainable investment benchmarks, announced in late 2016 that it would significantly reduce the ESG ratings of companies that use aggressive tax avoidance policies from the beginning of 2017. The reason given for this change is that the public mood has shifted against companies that do not pay their tax bills.

Recent years have seen a major push by the OECD, G7, G20 and others on measures to make taxation more effective, including standardised country-by-country tax reporting by international companies and greater transparency of beneficial ownership. The Commission welcomes these moves, and would like to see debate about a fairer, more transparent global tax system continue to deepen and move forward.
Third, businesses can use their influence on policy in a responsible, transparent, and accountable way. The scale and reach of global businesses have given them a power and influence over governments that they do not always exercise responsibly. Much of the current mistrust in business derives from occasions when they have used their power to gain access to policymakers to lobby for their own narrow interests rather than aligning their agenda with the common good. Companies pursuing the Global Goals as a business strategy will, by definition:

- Be fully transparent about all their public affairs activity, including what policies or decisions they are arguing for and to whom;
- Avoid lobbying for policies that are contrary to achieving the Global Goals;
- Avoid “revolving door” appointments of public officials and political donations that serve purposes in conflict with the Global Goals;
- Support sound science and make use of the results in setting science-based targets in their sector roadmaps; and
- Make their opposition known whenever a trade association they belong to takes a position at odds with the company’s sustainable development principles and basic standards of behaviour, and say what action they are taking to oppose it.
The Commission believes it would be valuable to reflect companies’ use of their influence in an independently compiled “Responsible Political Engagement Index”. Companies would disclose their performance against the criteria above and an independent body, such as Transparency International, could compile rankings. The Commission will explore this idea further in its second year.

5.6 Actions for governments

Just as governments need businesses to help achieve the Global Goals, the reverse is also true. Governments can help businesses pursue these shared goals firstly by creating an environment that enables private sector growth. The main elements are good and accountable governance, the rule of law, effective contract enforcement and legal systems, and functioning customs regimes. And just as all businesses need to pay their tax, governments’ spending must be transparent and free from corruption. If it isn’t, confidence in tax systems will wane and the social contract may unravel.

In addition, achieving the Global Goals requires three specific kinds of government policy, as noted in previous sections, namely policies to:

- Ensure that prices for goods and services reflect social and environmental externalities, rather than policies that distort taxes or offer perverse subsidies;
- Align financial regulation with the Global Goals, in particular to incentivise private sector infrastructure investment. In this regard, the Basel III and Solvency II regimes should be revisited; and
- Support well-funded public education systems, active labour market policies and adequate, high quality social protection.

Finally, governments can take on a stronger role in financing infrastructure projects. As Section 4 discussed, infrastructure is critical to achieving the Global Goals and stimulating private sector growth. More private sector finance for infrastructure could be mobilised through blended finance if governments created the right conditions. For instance, governments can pursue options, most importantly greater policy predictability, to reduce risks for private finance. They can also expand the resources of the multilateral development banks in which they are shareholders, as well as ask them to put more into infrastructure.
5.7 Actions for civil society

The Commission recognises that a crucially important role for civil society is to monitor institutions and ensure that business, government and community organisations are transparent and respect the rule of national and international law.

Equally, civil society has a responsibility to engage in dialogue with all sectors and advocate for changes to law and practice where they are failing or are inadequate to deal with corruption, new technology and socially destructive practices or disruptive change.

For trade unions, there is a specific responsibility to engage in social dialogue with business and, where relevant, government to ensure rights, fair wages and safe and secure work are both agreed and respected as part of the social contract.

All parties need to ensure the guarantee of social protection and labour market institutions that secures a dignified future for societies and a fair competitive basis for business.
6. CONCLUSION

This report has presented the case for businesses to concentrate on solving the world’s greatest challenges that the Global Goals set out to overcome. There is much more than US$12 trillion of value at stake. There is the opportunity to shape a safer, more prosperous world with a more predictable future in which to invest and innovate. There is the chance to rebuild trust between business and wider society.

Achieving the Global Goals would make the world more sustainable, inclusive and full of opportunities for everyone. There would be many challenges still, but societies would be better equipped to tackle them. The alternative is more uncertainty, intensifying risks, growing social and environmental costs and bigger shocks. Reaching that better world depends on business leaders in the private sector choosing to lead the charge for sustainable growth.

The members of the Business and Sustainable Development Commission have chosen to lead our own companies towards the Global Goals. With this report, we urge others to join us, whether you are already a CEO, board member or individual driving progress in your firm; in your first executive role on track to running a company, large, medium or small, within the next ten years; or a recent graduate or student in higher education hoping to start a company that will be a powerful innovator in sustainable markets.

6.1 Actions for sustainable business leaders

The report has argued that leading the charge for sustainability requires six kinds of action from sustainable business leaders, namely action to:

1. **Build support for the right growth strategy.** The more business leaders who understand the business case for the Global Goals, the faster progress will be towards better business in a better world.

2. **Incorporate the Global Goals into company strategy.** That means applying a Global Goals lens to every aspect of strategy: appointing board members and senior executives to prioritise and drive execution; aiming strategic planning and innovation at sustainable solutions; marketing products and services that inspire consumers to make sustainable choices; and using the goals to guide leadership development, women’s empowerment at every level, regulatory policy and capital allocation. Achieving the Global Goals will create 380 million new jobs by 2030. You need to make sure your new jobs and any others you generate are decent jobs with a living wage, not only in your immediate operations but across your supply
chains and distribution networks. And you need to help investors to understand the scale of value that sustainable business can create.

3. Drive the transformation to sustainable markets with sector peers. Shifting whole sectors onto a sustainable footing in line with the Global Goals will unlock much bigger business opportunities. Consider food and agriculture. A global food and agriculture system in line with the Global Goals would deliver nutritious, affordable food for a growing world population, higher incomes – especially for the world’s 1.5 billion smallholders, and help restore forests, freshwater resources and vital ecosystems. It would create new economic value of more than US$2 trillion by 2030. And it would be much more resilient to climate risk.

“Business as usual” will not achieve this market transformation. Nor will disruptive innovation by a few sustainable pioneers be enough to drive the shift: the whole sector has to move. Forward-looking business leaders are working with sector peers and stakeholders to map their collective route to a sustainable competitive playing field, identifying tipping points, prioritising the key technology and policy levers, developing the new skill profiles and jobs, quantifying the new financing requirements, and laying out the elements of a just transition. Over the next 15 years, driving system change in line with the Global Goals with sector peers will be an essential, differentiating skill for a world-class business leader. It means shaping new opportunities, pre-empting the risks of disruption, building new public private partnerships and renewing business’s licence to operate.

4. Work with policy-makers to pay the true cost of natural and human resources. Sustainable competition depends on all the competitors facing prices that reflect the true costs of the way they do business – internalising the externalities, to use the jargon. The idea of pricing pollution at its true environmental and social cost has been around for a long time. But the need for strong carbon pricing is becoming ever more urgent to tackle the risk of runaway climate change.

Establishing prices for carbon as well as other environmental resources (especially water in many areas) fires the starting gun for a “race to the top”. Businesses that choose to pay living wages and the full cost of their resources need to be certain that their competitors will do the same in the not too distant future if they are not to be at a cost disadvantage. Business leaders must therefore work openly with regulators, business and civil society to shape fiscal and regulatory policies that create a level playing field more in line with the Global Goals. This could involve fiscal systems becoming more progressive
through putting less tax on labour income and more on pollution and under-priced resources.

5. **Push for a financial system oriented towards longer-term sustainable investment.** Achieving the Global Goals will likely require an estimated US$2.4 trillion a year of additional investment, especially for infrastructure and other projects with long payback periods. There is enough capital available. But in the world’s uncertain circumstances, most investors are looking for liquidity and short-term gains. As soon as companies are paying “full” prices that reflect social and environment externalities, then their financial performance will be the main signal that investors need to understand companies’ relative performance on the Global Goals. But achieving full prices across the economy will take time. Until then – and to help bring that day closer – business leaders can strengthen the flow of capital into sustainable investments by pushing for three things: transparent, consistent league tables of sustainability performance linked to the Global Goals; wider and more efficient use of blended finance instruments to share risk and attract much more private finance into sustainable infrastructure; and alignment of regulatory reforms in the financial sector with long-term sustainable investment.

6. **Rebuild the Social Contract.** Trust in business has eroded so sharply since the global financial crisis, the social fabric is wearing thin. Many see business as reneging on its social contract. Business leaders can regain society’s trust and secure their licence to operate by working with governments, consumers, workers and civil society to achieve the whole range of Global Goals, and adopting responsible, open policy advocacy.

Rebuilding the social contract requires businesses to pay their taxes transparently like everyone else and to contribute positively to the communities in which they operate. In total, there are over 700 million workers employed directly and indirectly in global supply chains. Treating them with respect and paying them a decent wage would go a long way to building a more inclusive society and expanding consumer markets. Investing in their training, enabling men and women to fulfil their potential, would deliver further returns through higher labour productivity. And ensuring that the social contract extends from the formal into the informal sector, through enacting the UN’s Guiding Principles on Human Rights, should be non-negotiable. There are still between 20-40 million people working in forms of modern slavery and over 150 million children working in the fields, mines, workshops, and rubbish dumps that underpin much of the global economy, unseen and unprotected. This is an unacceptable feature of 21st century capitalism – one that board-rooms, investors and consumers can no longer ignore.
The more business leaders who take these actions, the faster the world economy will make the shift to an economic model where competition systemically drives sustainable, inclusive economic growth.

6.2 Actions for the Commission

The Commission is committed to supporting businesses of any scale, scope, sector or geography that want to join with us in making this shift happen fast. Over the next year, we plan to do so by:

1. **Nurturing and mentoring the next generation of sustainable development leaders.** Many of us, as CEOs and leaders, have had to develop new ideas, leadership skills and tools to lead our businesses through the challenges and opportunities of sustainable growth. We would like to reach out to another 500-1,000 CEOs (and future CEOs) to share what we have learned and provide peer support to those who choose to make sustainable growth central to their business strategy. We will offer our own time and that of our firm’s leaders for peer conversations on the business case and the transformational leadership needed. We will engage with business schools and other learning providers to give an informed view on what combination of knowledge, experience, action planning, digital learning and cohort support best equips CEOs and future CEOs for sustainable leadership. And we will ensure that learning programmes within our businesses include sustainable leadership content.

2. **Creating sectoral transformation roadmaps.** The Commission will work with sectors to create sectoral transformation roadmaps for up to five key sectors, as outlined in Section 3. In each case, members of the Commission from within that sector will take the lead on assembling a group of peer CEOs and other key stakeholders in a coalition. We will support those coalitions in creating a vision of what their sector should look like by 2030 if the Global Goals are treated as a strategic framework for better growth, and what actions and changes sector players can take to get there quickly and fairly.

In some cases, the best way to move forward will be cross-sectoral, as new technologies and business models break down traditional ways of doing business. This could mean new coalitions will emerge, for example, on externality pricing, bringing together players with different interests to find the most cost-effective ways of protecting natural capital. It could feed into greater use of digital platforms to accelerate break-through, such as XPRIZE, which invites its online audience to compete to solve the world’s biggest problems, awarding prizes to winners. The Commission will use its cross-sectoral membership to support
such catalytic ideas, which could create new market-based means of reaching Global Goals targets.

3. **Creating Global Goal league tables.** In parallel, the Commission will also work with others in the financial sector to create publicly available Global Goal league tables. These will rank corporate performance sector by sector against relevant Global Goals and establish sector sustainability benchmarks. Our vision is to turn the analysis of sustainability reporting data into a publicly available resource, empowering citizens and civil society to use it. In the league tables, companies would be ranked on their performance across a range of indicators including climate change, gender equality, supply chain labour standards (including modern day slavery) and access to healthcare. The process of building the league tables must be collaborative, with input from civil society, investors and independent rating providers on the methodology, as well as companies. It will take time to build up the right metrics and quality of data.

Companies that comprehensively and successfully incorporate sustainable growth in their strategies will benefit in the competition to attract investors as their impact becomes visible to all, creating the “race to the top” that will accelerate progress towards the Global Goals.

4. **Supporting measures to unlock additional finance needed to achieve the Global Goals.** The Commission will do this by advocating for new and different kinds of public and private sector engagement in sustainable infrastructure, an expansion in the capital base of multilateral development banks and development finance institutions (both bilateral and domestic), and the creation of a global, liquid asset class for infrastructure investments.

The Commission will also mobilise a task-force of leading institutional investors, sovereign wealth funds, development finance institutions and private companies to lay out a potential blended finance action plan for delivering the Global Goals. Its aim will be to answer the question: “What is the most efficient way to mobilise the incremental US$2.4 trillion a year needed to deliver the Global Goals?”.
5. **Exploring the idea of an independently compiled Responsible Political Engagement Index.** To guide companies, this would set out the principles of transparent and fair political engagement. Companies would disclose their performance against these criteria and an independent body, such as Transparency International, could compile rankings.

The world has 13 years before the deadline it has set itself for achieving the Global Goals. Company leaders will never have a better moment in which to align their business objectives with creating a better world.
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